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Trial of Man Accused of En
tering Into Suicide Agreement Begins at
Liberty. Mo.
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Story of the Crime.
Webb was An attendant In the hos
pital for' the Insane in St. Joseph. He
is 26 years old. A little more than
a year and a half ago Inez Walkup,
i years old ana unusually pretty,
left the home of her father. L. H.
Walkup of Fairfax,. Mo, to visit her
ulster, Mrs. B.
Robinson. in tit.
Joseph. Webb and Miss, Walkup met
toy accident ana fell in love with
each other. (They were married two
weeks before the tragedy.
Webb's health was poor. Doctors
tola him he hart consumption and
advised him to try a change of climate. The young man and his bride
decided to go to Hot Springs. Ark
They took a Grand Island train for
Kansas City, but Webb became, so
111 on the train that it was necessary
for them to get off at Bmithvllle,
Webb's condition was regarded as
critical. He could not leave his room
In the hotel. It was believed that he
could not live long. The young bride
was heart-broke- n
at the thought of
so sudden a termination of her hap
piness.
Jn the loneliness of their room
with only strangers about them, they
broached the subject of death. For
several days they talked the matter
over. Death together was better
than separation was the decision of
the young wire. Suicide was the so
lution, they decided.
Webb Too Nervous to Shoot.
(Preparations were made for death.
was
decided that shooting afford
It
ed the surest way. A revolver was
secured.
Webb was to fire the fatal shots.
Farewells were said, and
mey composed themselves
to die
But the shots were not fired. Ac- cording to Webb's story, he told his
bride he was too nervous to pull
She, more composed
the trigger.
tnan ne in tne race or death, agreed
says Webb, to shoot him. first and
then end her own life.
Kveryone in the hotel heard the
shots, tired In rapid succession. Mrs
Webb, was wounded four times, three
times near the heart and once In
the head. Webb had only one wound
That was in the chest.
Wife lKiul, HunInmiU I'lioonsclous.
When the hotel servants
and
guests rushed Into the room the wife
was dead. The husband was un
dying.
conscious and apparently
When Webb recovered consciousness
he told t'ie story as it has been given. He said he wanted to be .per
mitted to die and join his bride.
Physicians said he would quickly
gain his wish. Instead he slowly re
covered.
Before he was able to be about a
warrant was served on him charging
him with the murder of his wife
The basis for the charge was that
he, and not Mrs. Webb, fired the
shots. Some of the physicians said
that all of Mrs. Webb's wounds could
The
not have been
$1,500
on
husband was released
.bond signed by his brother, W. L.
Wehb, a merchant of Edgerton, Mo.
When Webb was here last winter
In
he appeared
excellent physical
condition. His appearance today was
He is thinner, ana
much changed.
lie appears to be far from well.
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NICHOLS ACQUITTED
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That There Will Be Company Could Have Been Pen
Concerning That
alized For Four Times the Sum
Matter and Says He
But Court Did Not Believe
Speaks For His
Facts Warranted That

WRECKING

Pittsburg,
Pa., Nov. 7 Forrest
It. Nichols, former secretary to W.
H. Andrews, territorial delegate to
congress from New
was
Mexico,
found not guilty in the United States
district court, of the charge of aiding and abetting Cashier Clark. In
wrecking
the Enterprise National
bank of Allegheny about two years
ago. The case was the last of many
growing out of the failure.
I'AI.MA IX FAVOIt OF
AMERICAN COVntOIi.
Havana, Cuba, Nov. 7. Estrada
Paimu, formerly president of Cuba,
io an authorised publication of his
view, declares In favor of American
control In Cuba--
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micm mn tfop marrylnir millinery trimmer a serious

Bttortajre In export help will cripple the IndusfuAliloiiinx lutu. Oupid has so tliorougtilv decimated the ranks of the millinery workers throughout the
country tlutt the matter lias been taken to the National Hat Trimmers unksi, wlilt-has decided to allow
morn young flirts to qualify m trimmers, thus recruiting the forces of the distressed factory owners News
Item.
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PATIENTS ENGLAND. WANTS TO ALARID AND GRIEGO

00

ARE DRIVEN OUT

KEEP HER GOLD COIN

TO

FIX

HOME

AT

BYJIRE

TRIED

Scattered Over Kane County. Raises Discount Rate to Sev. Found Guilty of Contempt of
en Percent to Accomplish
Illinois. But Most Were
Court at Santa
That.Purpbse.
Recaptured.
Sentence and Fine.
Fe-J- all
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WILL RECEIVE

CASH FOR PHONE

New Ordinance Gives City
Three Per Cent of Gross
Annual Earnings.

'

FRANCE ALSO MAKES J.. ,,,, FOUR JURORS. SAID .
' CAIN HER ESCAPE
RAISE IN PERCENT
THEY WERE APPROACHED

WOMAN SET FIRE TO

Chicago, III., Nov. 7. One hundred and fifty inmates of the. Kane
e
county
near Batavla,
most of them Insane, were driven in
a panic from that institution last
night by Are. Many of the patients,
some of whom were regarded as dan.
gerous, scattered through the county, but all were captured except one
woman, who Is suspected of having
set the fire In order to escape. The
upper floors of the main building
were destroyed, causing a loss of
about $25,000.
shortly
The fire was discovered
after 10 o'clock, it having apparently
started In an upper room. It spread
so rapidly that the nurses and other
attendants were obliged to drive the
patients and inmates out with what
clohlng they could alexe, and many
of them will suffer from the effects
of the cold, though It is not believed
that any lives were lost in the flames.
Woman Started Illaxo.
A woman patient, who had developed insanity in mild form and was
under surveillance, though not in
the "prison" ward, is supposed to
have started the fire in order that
she might make her escape during
The blaze started
the excitement.
In the room next to the one she occupied and to which she had access
through a connecting door.
This woman was one of the first to
leave the building and in spite of
careful search, she has not been
in Chicago, from
Police
found.
which place she originally came, are
watching for her in the belief that
she will return there, since she often stated that she Intended to go
to the big city as soon as she could
and gain her
burn the alms-hous- e
liberty.
The patients and other Inmates are
beln
cared for today at the other
county institutions
and while the
alms-hous- e
is being repaired, they
will be cared for In buildings to be
leased by the county.
alms-hous-

25
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IN TKOI'KY WRBTK.
Indianapolis, Ind., Nov. 7. An ln
bound car on the M uncle branch oi
the Indiana Traction company was
wrecked today at the Monon railroad
pascrossing in this city, twenty-flv- a
Chicago, 111.. Nov. 7. The Chicago sengers
being hurt, three seriously.
Telephone company's franchise extension ordinance was passed by the
city council toddy after a continuous
session of the aldermen lasting near- SWALLOWED ACID
ly
eventeen hours.
The schedule
of rates, practically as it came from
company's hands, was adapted by a
vote of 45 to 22. The ordinance provides that the company shall pay the
city
three per cent of
.7. diartlett
Nov.
Greeley, Colo.
Its gross receipts.
The telephone franchise has been Woodward, 76 years old, living with
an object of contention between the his son on a ranch near Kersey,
people and the council for some swallowed carbolio acid by mistake
da'3 -and there was much opposition this afternoon, dying half an hour
later.
to it:- being granted, but the counHe had been working out of doors
cil, probably due to the exhaustion
of the opposition owing to the long and becoming exhausted decided to
session, tlnally granted the franchise. take a drink of whisky and hot- water. The whisky bottle stood on the
TruM. Will Iks lnvetlfc-ute!- .
bottle of carbolic acid similar in
Washington. D. C, Nov. 7. Presi- battle of carbolic acid similar in
dent Rooaevelt today Indicated to sice.
member
of a committee of the
Woodward poured the latter Into
With
American Newspaper Publishers' as- a cup and swallowed it.
sociation, that he had recommended streams of agony he staggered into
congress
to
the adoption of a tariff the room to his family, the bottle
oi press paper, and also will make and the odor of acid betraying the
a recommendation to the department accident. A physician was summonof justice that it take immedate steps ed, but the man become delirious,
to ascertain
whether the anti-trunot regaining consciousness. Wood- laws are being disobeyed by manu- i ward Is survived by
widow and two
sons.
facturers of paper.
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WILL BE SETTLED

Madrid. Nov. 7. A violent earth
quake occurred at Terre la Rlbera,
province of Heusca yesterday. The
Assures,
earth opened, leaving great
the disturbance being accompanied
rumblings
wnicn
by
subterrean
caused a panic among the population. Many houses were shaken
down.
The number of lives lost is
not known.
densely
The province of Heusca
populated, considering the character
It residents are
of Us formation.
principally engaged in agricultural
Dursuits. though there are a number
of thriving towns in the district, of
which Terre la KiDera is one oi me
largest, its population exceeding
people. Within a short distance
of this town are several smaller
towns and government officials believe that if one of these towns has
been damage the damage hns certainly extended to others. Relief will
be sent as soon as more particulars
can bo learned and the needs of the
people discovered.
Many laves Probably Lost.
Owing to the character of the
houses, which were mostly of stone
and earthen bricks, it Is probable
that the loss of me has been large.
but the absence of communication
with the afflicted section makes it
Impossible to ascertain.
Later.. messages, which fo'Jnwfd
the first this afternoon, stale that
not less than 60 and probably as
many as 160 people are dead, as
many or the houses are shaken down
and the victims are burled in the
ruins.
The uninjured are working
to rescue the dead and injured, but
the number Is small ns most of the
residents who were able to leave, fled
arter the first shock..
Several Kliocksi.
'Light shocks were felt all day
yesterday at varying Intervals, but
they were mere tremors and attract
ed but passing notice. The great
shock which did most of the damage, occurred during the afternoon
and came without any warning. It
seemed to roll the earth back upon
receded,
Itseir and then suddenly
leaving great holes and cracks in the
surface of the earth, and ridges a
foot high in other places. This shock
was mcceeded by another a half
com
hour later which practically
pleted the destruction.
The houses,
already torn to pieces by the heavy
shock, dropped to the ground when
the last one cams. It was this shock
which undoubtedly killed many people aa they had returned to their
homes and were Investigating
the
damage done by the first quake, and
were caught before they could get
away.
Communication Postrovod.
Communication with Terre la Rlbera is wholly destroyed and the
only Information Is obtained by couriers and ;from peoplo who are arriving
t nearby towns from
the
scene of the disaster. It is evident.
however, that a great earthquake
nas occurred- ana immense damage
oeen done.
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Engulfed by a
Great Quake.

to Die
Together.

Agreed
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SHE IS

Minister Hayashl Judge Wellborn at Los An
Officially Gives Interview
fjeles Imposes Penalty of
Concerning Relations With
55.000 on Each of
This Country.
66 Counts.

Slay-Youn-

Liberty, Mo., Nov. 7. A murder
trial in which the defense Is the alleged exiatence of a suclde pact began here today with the selection of
a panel of forty men from which to
select th Jury which shall hear the
evidence against
Jesse B. Webb.
iWebb Is accused of having killed his
wife In a hotel In timlthvtllo. Mo.,
October 11, 1906.
His defense is
that he and his wife agreed to die
together and that she fired the shots
which ended her life and wounded
him.
The case was called yesterday, and
Webb asked for a continuance. This
was refused, and the case set for
(rial today. Several of the men who
were called as jurors were excused
on the ground that they had formed
an opinion in the case. Webb's
attorneys are M. E. Lawsnn, W. J.
Courtney and Benjamin Heed. W.
A. Craven, the prosecuting attorney
of Clay county, is assisted by J. W.
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Charge of Murder Against Bride- The Inhabitants Fled From First
Shocks But Returned ito Their
g
groom. Who Is Accused of
Homes In Time to Be
Bride They Had
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FORECAST

Denver, Colo , Not. 7.
Fair In tha soat.
portion, local snow lo tiie north tonight mil
Friday.
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.London, Nov. 7. The directors of
the Rank of England! today put up
the minimum discount rate from (
to 7 per cent. This is regarded as
necessary In the absence of assurance of an early cessation of the gold
drain on this market by America. It
is a recognized fact that even then
the higher rate may not prevent
shipments to New York, but it is
hoped that it may attract the metal
from abroad in sufficient quantities
to restore equilibrium.
The last ocaslon when ihe seven
per cent rate was in force was In
1873. It was due to the financial
trouble on the continent and In America. At that time the rate eventually reached 9 per cent.
The local business community Is
bound to feel the pinch caused by
the high rate. The bank statement
showed a total reserve of 17,604,795
pounds against 20,623,602
pounds
last week.

Halted ill France.
Paris, France, Nov. 7. The Rank
of Prance today raised the discount
rate from JV4 to 4 per cent and the
rate on loans from 4 to 4 Vi per cent.
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Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 7. (Special)
Rlcardo Alarid, of this city, and
Uregorto Griego, of this county, both
charged with contempt of court in
attempting to Influence members of
the recent grand jury, were round
guilty before Judge John R. McFle
this afternoon as charged.
to serve
Alarid was sentenced
three months In the county jail and
tlriego was ordered to pay a fine of
S200.
The conviction of these two men
of a sensation
created somewhat
since Griego had been a member of
the grand jury and was discharged
for reason not made public.
There were a number of the grand
jurors on the stand and several of
them gave testimony of a startling
nature.
One man said that he had been
offered 150 by Griego If he would
refuse to find an indictment.
Theso cases grew out of the at
leged land fraud cases before the
grand Jury. In which the Phelps
t
Do, 1x8 company and officials
and
employes. David M. White of this
city, C. A. tipless. an attorney of Las
eta, and others, were Indicted on
a charge of coal land frauds.
It was said that Alarid boasted to
a resident of this city that he could
not secure all the grand jurors and
following an investigation, .Alarid
was ordered to appear In court on a
charge of contempt.
oath
Four grand jurors under
ftated that they had been approached and they named Griego and Alarid as the men who offered
them
money In exchange for their votes,
Dlriego on the stand, said he had
nothing to do with Alarid and knew
nothing about any part Alarid may
have had in attempting to Influence
the jury.
Griego pal.l his fine shortly after
.
sentence nad been
The conviction of these men ere
ated quite a sensation In the court
room and upon the streets when the
news began to be circulated.
The
grand jury this afternoon was again
in session. It l not known what It
will take up for consideration tola-s-

pai-sea-

Found

Lying

Beside Road
With Crushed Skull and
Empty Pockets.

day.

Colo.,
Trinidad,
Nov.
7. Jack
Uertch, a pioneer rancher, died yesterday morning in his cabin in Rear
canon from Injuries
received over
two weeks ugo under circumstances
that point atror.gly
toward murder
with robber;- - as a motive. Although
he had been unconscious since the
time of the accident, the authorities
were not notified of the affair until
his death took place.
Over two weeks ago Hertch, who
Is a bachelor and lived alone on his
ranch, went to Berwlnd and sold a
horse for $100. He wis found on the
following lay lying by the roadside
in an unconscious condition by a
searching party that had been looking for him since his riderless horse
appeared at the ranch.
He is known to have left Berwlnd
with money and none was found in
his pockets when he was picked up
by the roadside. The evidence thus
tar tends to bea out this theory, although there is not the slightest clue
as to the Identity of his assailants.
It is also possible that he received
the injury by being thrown from his
horse while going home, but this
does not explain the disappearance
of the money. Bertch was 66 years
of age and a bachelor.
He owned
a ranch tn Rear canon and had but
recently returned from Cripple Creek
He
where he bad been 'employed.
la said to have left a considerable
amount of money.

IIOU.WI) MIMSTF.K

Toklo, Japan, Nov. 7. Official silence, so long consistently maintained
by Japan on the subject of the relations of the United States and Ja
pan in connection with the preslstent
reports of friction, was broken to
day by an Associated Press lntervlow
with Minister of Foreign Affairs Hayashl. He spoke not only as foreign
minister, but as a representative of
tne sentiment or the entire cabinet
and the public. He said the rela
tions between Japan and America
were as smooth and cordial as ever,
and that the cause of civilization as
well as community Interest demanded their lasting peace and friendship.
Immigration Question.
He admitted that the Immigration
question was a most serious matter
In the public
and was uppermost
mind, but he was positive it would
be settled without friction. That has
already been practically decided.
The Japanese government proposes
io control immigration in such manner as to benefit Japan and at the
same time conform to the wishes of
the American government,
and is
taking active steps In that direction.
Queston Will be Solved.
The foreign minister believes that
Japan will be able to solve the ques
tion In this manner. It requiring
only the patience of the people, of
.
both countries.
In connection with the Interview
may
It
be stated that relations between United Stares Ambassador
O'Brien and Foreign Minister Hay
ashl are increasing in friendship and
cordiality.
They have conferred frequently
on questions affecting the future relations of the two countries and an
amicable settlement of all outstandx
ing questions
has been fully dis
cussed.
Everytliinjr O. K. Now.
Concerning, the recent
disturb
ances at San Francisco and in the
British territory, Hayashl said that
his government had no doubts at
any time of the ability of the nations
Involved to take care of the questions at Issue and he does not be
lieve that, outside of a few Inflammatory characters, there has been
feeling toward
this
the slightest
country on that account.

O in Wflllmrn In
IT,.. T,.
district court today fined the Ate hi.
e tsan ta
iu)rm
Fe rati
company
(330,000 for rebating road
company was convicted on sixty-si- Thej
x
counts or granting rebates to ths
Grand Canon Lime and Cement company on shipments of freight
Nelson, Arts., to Los Angeles. from
The,
fine is $5,000 on each of the sixty,
six counts.

day after Judge Wellborn had lia- iencu uoin louay and on Tuesday to
requests of the railroad oompany's
attorneys for leniency In the amount
of the fine, and it is believed that
he Imposed this fine, which is not
the maximum amount he could haw
Imposed, partly on account of the
pleas.
Could Have Blade It 11,820,000.
It would have been possible for
Judge Wellborn to have fined th
roaa ti.azu.uvu, or 120,000 on each
count. Had he followed the preced.
ent set by the Chicago federal Judg
who fined the Standard Oil company
129,240,000,
or
20,000
on each
count, the fine would have aggregated 11,820,000. but Judge Wellborn,
after Investigation Into the facts of
the matter, decided that
the maximum penalty on each count
was nufflfiient.
v
. Slay Not Appeal. '
It Is not believed that the railroad
will appeal, unless it be to gain time
before paying the fine. Attorneys for
the road. In their pleas to Judge
Wellborn asking his leniency, insinuated strongly that the company was
ready to pay any reasonable fine,
and under the circumstances, parties
acquainted with the case believe this
Is a reasonable fine.
If the road desires to make an appeal, notice of which will be filed as
soon as a motion for a new trial is
argued, it will have one year (a
which to perfect its case in the higher court.
Case Long Drawn Out.
The case in question was one ot
the hardest fought in the history ot
the local court. The Santa Fe refused to admit anything and In the
legal battle which followed the evidence taking, the road fought to tha
last notch.
The accusation against the road
BANK ROBBERS FIGHT
was made by a grand jury whlh
claimed that the railroad had given
the lime and cement concern rebates
shipments Of its goods,
POSSE OF CITIZENS on sixty-si-Isx
believed that Immunity was
and it
given the lime company for Its testimony.
Oklahoma City, Okla., Nov. 7. A
telephone message from Marshall,
Okla., says that the Farmers' State
bank at that place was robbed this STRIKERS MUST
using four
morning, the robbers
charges of dynamite. A number of
were
citizens
aroused and fifty shots
TAKE THEIR CHANCES
were exchanged
with the robbers,
who were four In number, but no
one was hurt. The robbers only got
7. President
New
York, Nov.
about 1200. A posse Is In pursuit.
Clowry of the Western Union Telecompany
graph
in a statement today said thut the statement of offII
icers of the telegraphers' union that
a truce or agreement had been entered Into by the telegraph compaReturnnies and strikers is untrue.
ing strikers will only be reemployed
MAKE AN ACTIVE
on their Individual application, and
but a small percentage can be given
employment.
Following the official calling oft
1:1
of the strike by the local- - union, the
officers of the Western Union were
crowded with applicants who sought
to regain their old positions. None
accepted, however, the com.
They Expect to Work Wonders were
pany, according to the statement,
having brought Its force up to Its
Durlngl Coming Elecoriginal quoto Tuesday. Hy 10 o'clock
this morning the wailing list was
tion Year.
full and no more names were tak-

DKOWM D IV CAXAf,
Nov. 7. Minister of
Amsterdam,
his
State Jmikheer Van Panhuys,
brother, Mayrleek, and their wives
were drowned last night while out
Chicago, 111., Nov. 7. With the
driving, their carriage falling Into a abolition of the saloon as their aim
during a the prohibitionists
canal near Hooghkerk
of the country
yesterday began their national camdense fog.
paign. Chairman Charles 8. Jones,
of the National committee, sent out
TAFT Will RETURN
Ixst night a message to prohibitionHe asists all over the country.
serts that the result of the elections
BY WAY OF RUSSIA in Illinois and other states Induce
the belief that a presidential canvass
In 1908 would cause widespread reform and place prohibition in the
forefront of all questions to be decid7.
Secreed ut the polls.
Nov.
Pa.,
Manila,
tary Taft has definitely decided
to return home by way of Via- divostok through Liberia and
received,
Kurope.
He has
through the American consul at 4
of
Vladivostok the assurance
KENTUCKY ELECTION
that
the Russian government
there
the recent disturbance
will have no effect on hU plans.
Lexington. Ky., Nov. 7. Putrol-jnu- n
The secretary will sail from t
Michael Murphy, shot in an
here at noon Sunday on the
FluKship Rainbow as the gueft 4V affray between the police and elecTuesday.
of Rear Admiral Hemphill, and
died.
last
tion workers
v will
reach Vladivostok In time
night. Murphy fired the shot which
to take a train on the Siberian
caused the death of Clyde Campbell.
railwav on Nov. 19.
W. K. Campbell, father of Clyde,
may not recover.
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ft. Petersburg, Russia,

tI

Nov. 7.

todaj
received
from Nalarkand by the nfrkiuj
agency says that a f
a telegraph
a special reporter or M loca: 4
newspaper,
who was sent t
t
a Karatugu in I i 1s.hu r district of
a Ilekhaia,
which w a destroyed a
following an a
a by a landslide
a earthquake on October 21, re- - 4
a ports that 3.400 persons perish- - a
a
a ed and only 70 escaed.
people a
A large number of
a
a were killed In the earthquake f
a the town being located at the 4
4 base of a mountain, and when 4
4 the land rushed down tha side 4
a' .of the mountain a law moments 4
4 later, the unhurt were unable 4
4 to flee. Those who escaped were 4
ut the a
4 people who lived Just
a eriue oi th landslide are:i.
4
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a
a
a
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a
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RAILROAD DEPARTMENT

ELECTRICITY IS
REPLACING

nvalid's Mind Was so Confused by Such
Matters That She is Believed to
Have Been Insane.
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gazen Into crystals and saw her hus- band In great distress over an un
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Wfiira "torles were told by a nursi
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Everything
to
furnish the
house. Just received a largo
assortment
of linoleums and
door oil cloth.
Wool fringed
rugs from 25c and up. English
china cups and saucers
and
dinner plates 7.S cents a set.
Brass custaln rods 10c and up.
Window shades, 23c and up.

Cash or Payments
COPWRICMT,

""'1 midnight baths with a
lotion, neither of which
beneficial effect upon her
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Fiitrelle Furniture Go.
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J. M. Valdez is In Las Vegas today
from Springer on business.
Charles Closson, of Santa Fe, Is a
Isltor In Las Vegas today.
story from down the line about anAntonio Pino, of Santa Fe, Is vis
other conductor on that road, who
In Las Vegas with friends and
died on the eye of his wedding day. iting
M. J 1'oomhhuer was the name relatives.
Miss Carrie Llnfoot has returned
of the conductor, his death occurring at Aguascallcntes Saturday as to Silver City from a visit In the
ast,
the result of Brlght's disease. He
was to have been married next Tues
T. A. Polsseau has returned to Sli
day to a prominent society woman of er City from an all summer's visit
In Winnipeg.
Portland, ore.
The decease.' hud been railroadMalnnulas Martinez, of Taos, ar
Af-tyears.
ing in Mexico for seeral
rived In Las Vegas last night from
working a r umber of yeari as Santa Fe.
locomotive engineer, he resigned and
J. C. Martinez, of Taos. N. M.. Is
took a position as conductor, which spending
a couple of days in the
he held until his death.
City.
Meadow
No living relatives of the dead conMrs. E. II. Vennblc and Miss P.er- ductor could be located, o the Ortook tha Crowell, of Silver City, are visit- Conductors
der of Hallway
charge of the remains and interred ng in El Paso..
New YorK Roads Will Abandon them at Aguaxcallentcg. A hirgea Fred Mercer has returned to Silver
Cltv from a visit to his former home
t. umber of conductors
and also
the t Ontario, Canada.
number o' engineers attended
All Locomotives In
funeral. Conductor Hoomhauer was
Chief Justice W. J. Mills, of Las
popular anong the railroad men,
'egns, transacted official business in
Short Time.
Fe yesterday,
Santa
I 'it i :u; i it 1 1 x i i ,1,1 is
Wetzler, one of the leading
Julius
IOSSRS.
CAl.SK BHi
of Holbrook, Ariz., is in
the
New York, Nov. 7. Within
The records show that for the merchants
business.
next two years every railway train month of September, the Kansas City he city onMaes,
who has been in Las
Marcus
which enter? the city of New York Southern was at an expense of $1,-5The
ivlli be moved by electricity.
to freight Vegas for several days, left for his
the
for
loss
sustained
company
Is and other baggage, caused by rough ranch at La Liendre today.
New York Central
Las
S. L. Fisher and wife are In
spending 170,(100,000 to accomplish handling and pilferage.
this. The Pennsylvania company Is
This
loss i considered decided and Vi gas from their home at Mineral
spending an equal amount to bring Trainmaster Murphy will have every Hill for a short tvlsit with friends.
Is patrons Into the very heart of the case of pilferage and routrh handling
F.ugenlo Lucero returned to his
city. Its new stutlon at hevemn Investigated, and they will be dealt home at Ias Conchas today after
street, which with In accordance.
avenue and Thirty-firtransacting business in Las Vegas.
Is reached by tunnels from Jersey
Meanwhile, orders have been Is
J. L. Itutchen. manager of the
City and Long Island rnllway. which sued by the trainmaster for all who Cooney
company, hns're- business, have to do with the handling or urned toMercantile
does a very large suburban
his home from a visit in
Immense freight and other things which come Los Angeles.
is now being electritif-d-.
power station are being erected at In temporary possession of the K.
M. L. Schutt, president of the Ton- Long Island City for that service C. 8., be handled with a great deal
and at Jersey City for the Pennsyl- more care than has been the case in que Pressed Brick and Tile com
vania service, and the Erie, Lacka- the past and that pilfering be stop pany,to has returned from a business
trip
Denver.
wanna and other roads which come ped.
In at Hoboken and Jersey City will
Sylvestre Davl, one of the pioneer
yard masters
conductors
and
The
also have access to New York by have been given orders to see to it ranchers of Santa Fe county, is In
electric power through tunnels un- that no freight, while In their hands, Santa Fe from his home near Olor- der the Hudson. And all of these be roughly treated. It Is presumed leta, visiting relatives.
Improvements are quite as extensive by the officials that this extra pre
E. A. Sllera. of Cabezon. N. M.,
and Important and are much more caution
wonderfully the member of the territorial board of
difficult than any similar problem expense they decrease
to and will equalization, is In the territorial me
been
have
this exists in Chicago.
make matters more satisfactory for tropolis on business.
I H moult lea Overcome,
the ones receiving w the freight.
Judge Waldo, chief counsel for the
The physical difficulties that have
Santa Fe railroad in New Mexico,
A remarkable
to be overcome In New York do not
record In handling with headquarters at Las Vegas, Is
appear tn Chicago. New York Is an trains and longevity of service is held in Santa Fe on business.
Island with a river on either side. by Jacob LaMott, who has seen more
H. B. Hening. city editor of the
It cannot be approached without a than fifty years of service without a Morning
and secretary of the
bridge or a tunnel except from the Binle accident due to his careless territorialJournal
bureau
of immigration,
north, and even there the railroad ness. Mr. LaMott Is at present pull was a Santa
Fe visitor yesterday.
has been compelled to run under- Ing the accommodation train between
Hugh A. Harrl?, supervisor of the
ground and to adopt electrical power Shawneetown "and Carml, 111., on the
to protect the citizens from the St. Louis division of the Louisville SanUlu and Manzano mountain na
forests, was a visitor at the
tional
The railroad
smoke and noise nuisance, which is & Nashville railroad.
even greater In Chicago than It has company has made him an offer to territorial capital yesterday.
ever been In New York. Only the retire at a jMimry of 1 100 a month,
Jose L. Madrlll, member of the
of
advent of electricity could have ena- as long as he lives, but he has stead board of county commissioners
bled the New York roads to make rastiy refused the offer.
Althougn Santa Fe county, with residence at
city
haneven
to
these improvements, or
he la 68 years of age, he states that Gullesteo, visited in the capital
dle their suburban traffic at all, and it is his ambition to remain at the on Wednesday.
the Improvements ara not for eco- throttle as long as he Is able to get
Attorney Elflgo Baca has gone to
They are about.
nomical reasons entirely.
Socorro to open a law office for At
responding to the same demands
torney Manuel Vigil, who has been
that are made upon the railways of
The body of It. E. Mosea, a loco practicing law in this city with Mr.
Chicago and other large cities. It motive engineer of the Mexican Cen- liaca for some
time.
has become Imperative for the New tral railway, who was killed by the
iMiss B. L. Harmon, who was the
York roads to carry more people in explosion of his engine, was burled guest
and Mrs. W. M. Sheri
less time with greater comfort than In an El Paso cemetery yesterday af dan forof a Or.
day, left last night for her
ever before, and the disaster In the ternoon, the funeral being under the home In Kansas
City. Miss Harmon
New York Central tunnel, which was auspices of the Masonic lodge. En Is a graduate phurmacist.
caured by smoke from steam loco- gineer iMoses was running out of
George
Mr,
H. Hunker
and Mrs.
motives obscuring the danger sig- Torreon one day last week when his
returned to Las Vegas from
nals, helped
improvements engine exploded, fatally
the
Injuring have
Moberly,
Mo.,
points,
and
other
along.
him. He was hurried to the Mex
they have been visiting with
V
ican Central hospital at Aguascallen where
Is a Suco,u
past
relatives for the
month
tes, where he died last Thursday.
pubIn the Interviews already
Captain John W. Green, the newly
lished with the men who have had
appointed
superintendent
of the ter
T. E. Layden, chief engineer of
charge of these great undertakings,
penitentiary,
qualified for
there Is still a question as to the suc- tests, and George E. Rex, assistant ritorlal
position yesterday and will take
cess of electricity as a motive power superintendent of the tie and timber that
Mr. Wllgus department of the Santa fa railway, possession of the Institution at once.
under such conditions.
J. W. Hunt, owner of the Angeles
of the New York Central company, with headquarters at Topeka, Kan.,
last night
who Is In actual charge of the elec- spent yesterday here inspecting the hotel of Los Angeles, left spent
sev
for
the east, after having
new
upon
on
its lines, proclaims work
the
tie treating plant
tric service
eral days In the city. Mrs. Hunt, who
a complete triumph for the system
Vice President
he has Introduced.
The yard are full of freight cars, accompanied nini here, left last nlgnt
McHenry of the New Haven road, despite the fact that many miles of lor Los Angeles.
who has had charge of the electri new track were laid during the sum
Pink Bond, formerly of Las Vegas
fication of that line, with a different mer In order to avoid congestion and who has been spending a few
system. Is not so positive, but 1b still The Santa Fe has its hands full with days there, has returned to his home
t Melrose with a carload of horses
confident that he has got the bent freight and passenger business.
system and exactly the one that is
which he purchased throughout the
country.
needed for their service.
surrounding
John F.
Heinz,
Chicago,
is
a
Charles
of
Wallace, who is president of the late arrival in the city. He intends
Lee Scott, in charge of John W
most comprehensive electrical com- to. remain here to enter the employ Corbett's
real estate office at Estan-clpany in the United States, if not in of the Santa Fe.
has gone to Eldorado. Kan., on a
the world, regards both the New
to
visit
relatives. Mr. Scott is among
York Central and the New Haven
James Corbett. of Glover, Neb
most enterprising young business
systems as still in the experimental la in the city. He is a machinist and the
men in the Estancla valley.
stage. The Pennsylvania
engineers may enter the employ of the Santa
C. E. Hartley, of Springer, mail'
are going ahead and are expending Fe.
ager of the French Land and Irrlga
millions of money to introduce what
returned to Las Vegas
they believe to be the most certain
mechanic, lion company,
E. H. Harlow, master
from Santa Fe, where he
satisfactory - system.
and
Altowent to Gallup last night on busl yesterday
business;
had
before the lerrltoria
gether it will cost more than
nesj.
board of water commissioners.
to complete the facilities
A Reliable Remedy for Croun.
"Governor Curry today appointed J,
that have been already planned to
With the dry, cold weather of the v. tuny, of -- iencoe. as an add t on
handle the passengers
that arrive
delegate to represent New Mexico
al
parents
early
crou
of
months,
winter
and leave New York City by railway,
and the connections are so arranged py children should be on the alert at tne forthcoming eighteenth annua
l
that any person nay be transferred for ominous symtoms. There Is no gress
commercial con
which will be held at Musko
from one railroad to another without cause for anxiety. however, when
crossing a street or even going Into Chamberlain's Cough Remedy Is kept gee, Okla., beginning Nov. 19.
In the home.
If this medicine Is
the open air.
Mrs. Green and daughter passed
given as soon as child
becomes through the city Tuesday en route to
croupy
or
even
hoarse
after the
MAY HXR JtIMtOI
Santa Fe to loin Mr. Green, the new
ON SMCC.t.iJNG CHARGE. cough has appeared, the attack may ly appointed superintendent
of the
8.
be
off.
Rosinthal,
warded
of
Mr.
territorial penitentiary. Mrs.
El Paso, Texas, Nov. 7. The cusMichigan, says: "We have and daughter were living In LosGreen
An
toms officials of Juarez are working Turner.
ChHmherlaln's Cough medicine geles previous to coming to New
on the smuggling cases these days used
several
for
and
ourselves
children
for
and it is understood that the director years and like It very much. I think Mexico.
Mr. ami Mrs. McMath arrived In
of customs of Mexico City has been It Is the only remedy for croup and
asked by the Juares otilcial to pass can highly recommend it." For sale Las Vegas last evening from Indianapolis and will make their future
on a fine of about 1 11,600 which it by all druggists.
home in the Meadow City. The for
is said the customs oilicers are conmer nas taken up his duties at the
sidering levying against the Mexican C.YRRIZOZO KNOWS HOW
tral; railroad on a charge of comlocal postofhee, having
transferred
HAS, positions
MANY
Mil".
PEOPLE
ity In the smuggling.
with E. L. Minlch. who left
; Is said that the customs office
Home u for Indiana a couple of months ago
Over i..vm Make lln-l- r
been endeavoring to lay part of
Oscar C. Snow, of Mesllla. N. M
Thriving I own According to a
passed through the city last night on
blame for the smuggling on the
Census Just Taken.
road,
whose trainmaster V'ilha-vIlls return home from attending
n
skipped out for parts
Carrizozo, N. M., Nov. 7. J. P meeting of the New Mexico
boan
of water commissioners at Santa Fe.
at the time of the Monte-o- r Rurrel has been taking a census
revelations. ViHanueva, it is the town for the purpose of securing Mr. know is one of the suce-sfu- l
al
ged, was a direct accessory to support for the school fund, and th
falfa raisers of tho Mesllla valley am:
smuggling and aided in getting latet showing of his list proves th very active in the promotion of Irrl
cars on down the line to the in-- r fact that there are over 1.500 peo gallon in New Mexico.
before they were pawed upon pie who make their homes In Carrl
he customs house,
zozo now.
1KATH CAME AS HE
sum of $500 for each car, It is
JOKiat WITH FHIEX1W
rstood, has been suggested by
customs ollicera here to be levied
t.liUit Miner Iies in shaft as II
1st the railroad.
There were
Talks to Hbj tViemls in
cars,
which would
Funny Vein.
unt to til. 500. a
Kever, potltlvelyneverpolionTotU'lurgi. If yon
Globe, Ariz., Nov. 7. 8. M. Y
eouitli
from a ilia tile cola only you should
va
OlU-Jklwuys html, toolhn, and ease the Irritated liroo man, a well known miner
CRl'SMEIt TO
he
of
Don't blllldlv BUl'DruM it with a Globe district, while working in a
UKAIII AT TK'I MCAItl. Clital tutm.poifcoo.
thlngi t W eiltV-- t U'lk fmt li'lnva nt O,o Ulin rty
It'i mango bow
rumcarl, N. M., Nov. 7. A na finally come
For twenty yenr lr. Shoo
named HI us. a laborer In the hat coosuuitiyabout.
Hubbei camp in Lower Pinto, dro p- warned pooule not to Ukecoug
iso Jk Southwestern roundhouse mixtures or prearriutlont
ueau yesterday
t
Opium, pen
nrternoon
cumcarl, was killed in an acd- - i looroiurtxi. or similar potions.ooniuinUK
now
a
luiii about 3 n'el Ik' If OB U faauittt (if U hat
Aua
lata though Vougmt asyt "Put it on th labul. in presumed to have been heart f all
a'hich happened Wednesday
I had been down In the cinder If Dolxmt are lu your Cotiirh Mixture." Good
ure.
rxawiuroothera.
ovellng cinders, and was leav- - Very food Hrafler(orth.'very
With his hand on a drill which he
Humid UulMon having lr. biioop
(in a cinder car.
was turning and Joking
The car on tndottier.
pleosai tly
Cough Curs. No poltoa marks on lr. Sboou'i
he was riding passed some utuen ami none in me memcine, eite it niua u: rceardinir a visit tn ch.l.a
he
eaftt. but i
cars landing on an opposite law be ou the latwL and It's uot only
exrieete,! In muld In o,a ni.vl fe!W
by those that know it bt, a truly rw duys, Yoeman's
and in some manner he was e amid to be
head suddenly dro P
cough remedy. Take no chance then. pen
jrked from his seat and thrown be toarkable
mrwaru and without an outi ry
particularly with your ctilMreu. lnuaton nam,
Of MI1V Ifllwl Via r.,11 .lou.l In Oi. b
tween the cars.
fehuou'a Cough Cure. Compere carefully tl
mi
lir.
The body of the unfortunate man lir. ehuwD Pacaan with oilier and note tl of John Matson, who was
dra
was mashed almost to a Jelly and dlffe euce. o poison mark therel You Can lng buck to strike the drill.lustMation
always M ou us sal Hoe by oeuiauain
believing that his working com pan
acath was liimaiilHneous.
Itlos lived at Alumogordo and his
had fainted, tried to resuscitate
body was brought down from Tueum-caby dabhlng water in his face, but
to that place for burial yestersoon realized that all was over i
day.
called for help from above.
Bring us your jon wort. Price
4'OMJl'CTOK 1)1 ES OV
the very lowest and the work villi
eve
vi:ii)i(j.
in
Ceii7.
A
Kl Paso, Nov.
Mexican
tana Inspection anywhere).
Busln
.,.
I
s
na'h""
rs.vit.e rtrlt a specialty.
f.n ,1
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GHOSTLY STORIES TOLD DYING

ibot.

7,

To figure on that b'.'l of lumber.
Our lumber comes from our own
mills located ln the best body of
timber in New Mexico.
A large stock of dry spruce
dimension on hand. Why not buy
the best when it Is Just as cheap?
It will pay you to look Into this.

BIO

GRANDE LUMBER

Phone 8.

GO.

Cor. 3rd and Marquette

E&3X32BaSK5a!I

Can. Vellnl,

J.

D. Kailm, President
Q. Gloml, Vie Preildat- -

Wines, Liquors and Cigars

Garrus
All of these things, Mrs.
by
the
Instigated
charges, were
nieces of her father, and finally
combined to induce the mother to
cut her off with an annuity of only
11,5000 from a $100,000 fortune.
Mrs. Tavlor was a disciple of In- unbelief
gersollstn.
From extreme
she had passed easily Into oriental
occultism, and In the hope of cure
for paralysis had Journeyed to Thibet to touch the grand lama.
The three nieces of her father,
Mrs. Mary H. Patterson, Mrs. Martha A. Davis and Mrs. Adah H.
Jack, received the budk of the fortune.

W0

0vrytblng tn stock to outfit
ktp
most fastidious bar oomplotoj

feean appo'ntatf axcluaiva agenta in tha touthwaa. Hr Jaa. 0.
Schlltz, Wm. kamp and 8t Lou la A. B. C. Brewarlaa; Yallawaiona,
Qrean River, V. H. MeBrayar'a Cdar Brook, L0ula Hun tar, T.J. Man-arcand Jthar atandard arxida of whlaklaa too numaraua ta mantlaR,
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But aell tha straight article aa received by
from tie Hit t. .laartca,
DlBt'.lleriea and Breweries ln Us United fttat 3. Cali am 4 Uiayaat asr
kJpt,
Btock and Prlcri, or wrlta tor Iliuatratcd CiUIojtio ami i ri
Usued to dealers only.
h,

1
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Superior Lumber and Mill Co.

GIRLS' HOTEL WHERE
DO

NO T INSULT

Wa have tha only planing mill in tha southwest that la equipped to make Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts and Fixture or
anything that a first class planing mill is expected to do at reasonable prices. Write or call on ns before placing your order for mill
work.
-

SOUTH OF VIADUCT

Proposition to Establish Such an Insti
tution in New York is Greeted

THE

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Glass, Cement and Rex Flinlkoie Roofing

First and Marqoette
--

v:

ass

N. M.

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

Lumber,

a,

ALBUQUERQUE,

;xicxxoooooooooo(

With Approval.

Y
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WORKING

rj

aeettaors to
MEUNI & EAKIN, and BACHECHI A 6I0MI.
WHOLKBALK DKALCR IN

Mrs, Adali Ij. Taylor Ghitus.

nerve-twitchi-

cTe-..-

Tr'cr'--i

Consolidated Liquor Company

illJ rA Llm

Chicago, Nov. 7. Ularkart of the
creepy,
uncanny,
sort is being exploited In Mrs. Adeh
L. Taylor Garrus
content of her
mother's will.
Half a dozen witnesses, testifying
of the marvels of near witchcraft.
have kept the morbid court gallery
The Invalid mother. It has been
husshown, feared her daughter's
band as a man who could turn him
self at will into a bird, bat, dug, cat
or rat.
Mediums visited the invalid upon
her deathbed and read ghost letters
from her departed husband. Others

O. Bacaecki,

BUILDERS'

AND

AUrtfqtferqo, New Mexico

FINISHERS'

SUPPLIES

Paint
Native and Chicago Lumber. Sherwin-William- s
ter. Building Paper, Plaster, I J mo. Cement, Glass, Sash,
Etc., Eto.

$150,-000.0-

J.

pi

None

irs

BetF-t-

423 South First
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Cough Caution

.

ri

of
.

.

Dr. Shoop's

Cough
Cure
ponrrKT"

1

1

New York, Nov. 7. Why should
a working girl be treated hs though
she were the easy victim of temptation?
Why HhuulJ she be insulted as
fhe Is at so many women's hotels
and boarding houses with rules and
regulations, that presuppose
her a
weuk character?
No reason at all, say Sirs. Uelle
Ktverla and the other women asle
sociated with her in the New York
t'ity Federation of Women's clubs,
and so they are about to
tart a
hotel for working women where a
girl will not be dictated to so long
as she conducts herself with womanly decorum.
The money for the project has all
heen subscribed by club women.
Mrs. tie Rivera, in talking about the
plan, ald:
"The object of this hotel is to furnish good, wholesome food,
with
plain comfortable rooms, for women
noi earning over $7 a week, with no
tules other than those observed ln
any respectable hotel or boarding
house,
"it is proposed to establish the
hotel ln some neighborhood where It
Is most needed; and If
this enterprise proven a success, other hotels
will be established later. The object
In having several small hotels, Instead of one large one, la to provide
places near Institutions where large
numbers of girls are employed. This

Io

Mr. Hollo
Rivera.
will save car fare, which Is a big
item to a girl not earning more than
J 5 a week.
"The rates of tho hotel will be )3
and 13. uu per week, depending upon

the salary of the girl.
"Kach hotel will be made to ac
commodate 100 girls, and by feeding
tins number a girl can be led for a
little less than 20 cent per day,
leaving a small dividend for the
stockholders.
"According to our present figures
this will allow for breakfast a
egns, rolls and coffee, and for
limner a meat, one vegetable, dessert and drink. The lunch will be
made uy of the dinner of the day
ce-re-

be fore.
"A laundry

will also be provided
for the convenience of those who
wish to
do
their laundry
after
woiking bouts."
A

Mcllidrlst

Minister

Recommends

i liumtMThilu's (luugh Kciuody.
We
have
Chamberlain's
used

Cough Remedy In our home for even
years, and It has always proved to
remedy.
be a reliable
We
hav
found that it would do more than
the manufacturers claim for it. It
Is espeoialy r good
for croup and
whooping cough.
Rev. James A. Lewis,
Patdor Mllaca. Minn., M. C. Church.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is
sold by al! druggists.
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By buying Stoves, Ranges, Cooking Utensils, Enamel and Tinware, Nickel and Silverware,
Table and Pocket Cutlery, Builders' and Shelf Hardware, Mechanics' Tools etc., etc., at

Infared Arizona Woman Says
He Simply Fired Revolver at Her.

east
Southern Pacific line fix mllea
of Vail. Acordlng to the 1woman s
o'clock
about
story she was shot
yesterday by her husband at a small
camp several miles from Irene. The
shooting was done with a shot gun,
loaded with buckshot, and lodged in
side of the left thigh, tearthe Inner flesh
away for a radius of
ing the
wlx
Inches.
five or
shooting are
No details of the
out
known here, except those given very
by the woman, and these are
meager.
The first that was known of the
shooting was the Information given
In a telegram which arrived here yesterday afternoon, saying that the woman would be brought In a few hours
would
later on a work train, which
probably arrive here about 7 o'clock
in the evening. Dr. Whedon was notified and met the train, taking
harge of the woman at once and
dressing the wound as soon as it
could be done.
Ju.st Sliot Her.
When asked regarding the particulars of the shooting last night Mrs.
Cocca stated that her husband had
walked up to her while at their camp
near Irene about 1 o'clock yesterday
afternoon, carrying a gun In his
hand. As he drew close to her the
man raised the weapon to his shoulder, crying: "I am going to shoot
you." The report of the gun followed
Immediately upon these words. The
a
woman regained
consciousness
short time after the Fhootlng, and
although badly wounded and bleeding, dragged herself over the Intervening ground to the railroad station.
Upon the arrival at Irene the woman was taken In charge by a railroad man there and given a considerable quantity of whisky as a stimulant.
Dr. Whedon stated last night when
asked regarding the woman's condition that although painful, the wound
was by no means fatal, and that in
his opinion It would not be necessary to amputate the injured limb
unless blood poisoning set In.
It 1s understood that a deputy under Sheriff Pacheco is now on the
trail of the woman's husband.

Closing' Ouat Sale

TSue (GrreaH

Tucon. Arts., Nov. 7. WoundedJ.
and weak from loss of blood Mrs.Inst
Ixx-owas brought Into Tucson
t 7 o'clock on a work train
nlKht
from Irene, a small station on the

RETAIL DEPARTMENT
WHITNEY COMPATS
115 SOUTH FIRST SHEET

Terms

Casta

MDS

BRINGING ADIRONDACK

AHOCT THF. 1IARKST TIIIXO THAT KVF.U lliri'KXS IN
THIS DM) WORM) OK OCRS. IS THK HIHTH OF A
NFW IDF.A. AM) THK FORTCN ATF, rossF.SSOK OF A FINE
l.AIUiF. ONK IS WORTH MOI1K TO HIMSFIjF AND MORK TO THE
WORM) THAN THIS SANTA I'K llAItUOAU.

Horse
Blankets

Philadelphia Is Introducing An Innovation For Benefit of People Who
Would "Camp OuC
jM,

.

,

AITF.lt
AROIT TWKX're, AOl ll IDIOA-RARlNti DAYS ARK KTKRXAIXY
IF YOIT ARK STIM ON THK TKNDKR KIDK OF
K

OVKR.

Tills A(iK

J. Korber & Go A
212

NORTH

'"TJ!

1

Flt(l

They are mighty strong,
they are long of wear,
they are warm, they are
handsome.
So, too, are the 5 A Lap
Robes.
We Sell Them
We Also Do Expert
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HorseShoeing
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WISK YOU MAY WISH TO
ItKAD THIS STATKMENT AGAIN.
NOW THK AI.nrQFF.RQrK CTTIZKN CARRIRS IDKAS IV
"
STIK'K. VHI:itK THF.Y OAMK
AND WHO THKIR
PARFNTS ARK. IS KKITIIF.lt HKRK NOR TIIKKK. ISOMK
OF Tl I I'M RI'N AIX)NG THK MNF-- OF 11tsIXF-S- S
'
'"t
lt II.DIMJ AND TRADK fiKTTlNG. THKSK IDKAS ATMi
UK SOM). I.KASFD OR RKNTF.D TO THK 1'I BUO, IXII
CASH OR ON THK INSTALMENT nVN.
TIIEA KKKP A A'OITNO FKI,IiOW AROITND THE OFFICE.
AN I) FAY MIM KVKRY WF.KK. TO DO NOTHING ItUT
IXK)K AlTKIt THK ADVKRTISING. TIIKKK IS NOTHING
UK MKKS HK"nr:it THAN Tn HAYK SOME ONE COME
IN AND KAY: "HKRK I W.NT TO SPKND $50.00
KVKRY MONTH IN ADVKRTISING. I WISH YOU WOFI,D
TAKE THK WHOLE THING OFF MY HANDS. AND UFN IT AS
YOIT THINK HKST.
I HAVE OT7IKR MATTERS TO
CARE FOR. AND YOIT PROBABLY KNOW MORE ABOUT
IT THAN I, ANYWAY.
A NCMRER OF ALni'QlKRQI'E IU S1NF.SH MEV lLAVE
ALRKADY MADE Sl'CH ARRANGEMENTS
MOKE ARK
DOING IT KVKRY DAY. ONE WISE MERCHANT. WHO
ATTKMPPS TO DRAW A LINE DIVIDING THE PATRONAGE
l
HE HKCF.IVKS FROM 'ADVERTISING, FROM THAT COMING
OTHER CHAKNKIjS, IN FORM EI) ITS ONLY
IIIKim.ll
YESTERDAY THAT HIS ADVERTISEMENT IN THE
ALBIQIERQIE CITIZEN 1)1 RING THE TWO MONTHS
1"
"
IT HAS RI'N, HAS NETTED HIM SUFFICIENT TO
PAY FOR THE ADVERTISEMENT FOR SIX MONTHS.
ANY ADVERTISEMENT THAT PAYS FOR ITSELF IN
DIRECT. IMMEDIATE RETURNS. IS A GOOD INVESTMENT.
BECAUSE YOU GET YOUR MONEY BACK, AND
THE EXTENDED PITUJCITY TO BOOT. BUT WHEN

HORSES NEIGH
Horse Blankets.
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PSYCHOTiOfilSTS.
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are
srcii AS this man experienced
GETTING LITTLE LESS THAN A GOLD MINE.

REsnrs

OPEN SKULLS TO

YOU ARE

THE FIRST MAN IN THE ADVERTISING FIELD REAPS
THE FINEST OF THE WHEAT, THE
GIiFAN
THK STUBBLES. DUKR. THK TOBACCO KING, IN OONVKRSATIOX
WITH THK W RITER ONCE KAID: "I BEGAN MFE ON
A STONE PATCH, WITH A WIFE. A BLIND Ml'LE AND
TEN DOLLARS.
I AM NOW WORTH THIRTY TWO MILLION
DOLLARS,
BUT I HAVE SPENT FORTY MILLION IN
ADVERTISING."
PROBABLY NO MAN IN ALBUQUERQUE
HAS HAD A MORE MODEST BEGINNING THAN MIL DUKE.
AM) THERE IS NO REASON WHY ANY MAN WITH EQUAL
BUSINESS ABILITY. AND POSSESSED OF THE SAME BUSINESS .
FORESIGHT. SHOULD NOT SUCCEED AS WELL. IF THERE IS.
STATE IT 1X YOURSELF, AND BE CONSOLED.
IT IS AN OLD SAW.
BUT A KEEN CUTER, THAT SAYS:
"IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE."
LATK-OOMK-

MAKE BRIGHT

PUPILS
Pittsburg Wants to Experiment on the Heads of Its
Dumb Scholars.
Pa., Nov.

PItt.-bur-

7.

In order

to get the smoke out of the brains

t

of the rising generation of this vicinity, surgery is to be resorted to.
If a small boy is a little slow in his
stu'lies Instead of being whipped he
will be sent to the hospital, his head
chopped open, the difficulty removed and be sent back to school.
If the first operation Is not effective, the child will be sent back, as
long as he can stand it, or the city
can pay the expense. The advocation of this Innovation was provided
for at a meeting of the Civic club today. Councils will be petitioned to
provide the means to settle for head
splitting operations.
For several years paist there has
been a complaint going the rounds
of this vicinity that children are behind In studies because of physical
ailments. This has been the especial
theory of Miss Kate McKnlght. the
only woman member of the Allegheny board of school controllers.
The Theory.
In
order to demonstrate
this
theory
the hearsay
testimony of
prominent surgeons has been poured
monthly Into the ears of the controllers and the members of the Civic
club by Miss McKnlght. Now,
if
councils will furnish the money It
Is up to the children to bare their
heiul
to the gentle incision of the
ax or forever remain dumb.
I'nder the new order of things It
Is planned that after the smoke has
been removed with the tendency to
tmulute a few Pittsburg folks, who
have moved to New York, It may be
thought proper to fix the cerebrum
in such chape that the cltv of steel
will be the abiding place of all the
great, the good and the wise and in
this way Is the former reputation of
the city for decency to be
The finest Coffee Substitute ever
made, has recently been produced by
lr, Hhuup of ltaclne, Wis. You
doirt have to boil It twenty or thirty
minutes. "Made In a minute" says
he doctor.
Coffee" is really the closest"Health
ever
Coffee
yet produced. Not a Imitation
grain of real
t'orft-In it cither.
Health Coffee
Iir.itution U made from pure toa-'tecereals or grains, with malt, nuts,
etc. lteally it would fool an expert
were he to unknowingly drink it
for Coffee. Sold by all dealers.
o
COKE I COKE!
Wo now handle rood, clean poke.
A1m the
Jiult
Anthracite
Coal.
JOHV 8. nEAVKX.
.
Minillicaiit IrayT.
"May the lord help you make
Bucklen's Arnica Save known to all."
writes J. O. Jenkins, of Chapel Hill.
N. C. It quickly took the pain out
of a felon for me and cured it in a
wonderful short time."
Best on
earth for sores, burns and wounds.
25c at all druggists.
l
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Itreakfant la Hoof Camp.
Philadelphia, Nov. 7.
Philadelphia may be Quakertown and
a
things, but when it comes down
to brass tacks this village on the
Delaware is there with bells Jingling.
So long
has
and the glory of "camping 'neath
odorous pines" been driven Into the
syptem by nature writers,
that the
proprietors of the Bellevue-Strat-ford
hit upon the scheme of bringing the woods to Philadelphia.
few-othe- r

RATON

'n

Tlie Roof
pnnf

Ik

n

IhA

place the past month from the Raton, Vermljo and
Cimarron
stock
yards.

AND HER

EXCURSION

rVt Camp.

rt

tha kntal
22
Stories from the street tents 'wer
pitched.
Common, everyday
9x9
army tents, fitted with plain cots,
lighted by electricity, with hot and
cold water oa the Job. Palms are
scattered about and when the wind
soughs through
their leaves, the
tent dwellers may readily Imagine
themselves
In
the
Adirondack
woods.
But It beats the real thing, for
an electric button in every tent
brings a soft footed waiter, ready to
serve refreshments from the hotel
commissariat, which helps some, in
a tent.
But the chief attraction Is the
pure air. A constant breere circles
over the roof, and to the tired guest
the change from an inclosed room is
welcome. So welcome that hundreds of tents might be filled constantly, so numerous are the
T

PEOPLE ARE BUSY who has been ill at the Miners' hos- piitu iur me past six months, has
been

To

Phoenix, Ariz.

ADVERTISE

and Return
account of the

'

.

lYank

we

Is to love children, and no home
can be completely happy with'

outthem. jetthe ordeal through
which the expectant mother
mU8t rasS U8UallJr is so ful1 ot suffering:,
danger and fear that she looks forward
I
to tlie cr'tca 10Ur vith apprehension
nlBH
ana areaa. rnomtr s pnend, bj its penetrating and soothing properties, allajs nausea, nervousness, and
all unpleasant feelings, and so prepares the sjstem for tht
ordeal that she passes through
the event safelj and with but
little suffering, as numbers have
testified and said, "it is worth
its weight in gold." $1.00 per
bottle of druggists.
Book containing
valuable information mailed free.
THE B3iD:i tD SfCLlATOR CO., Atlanta,
.
C.
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ALBUQUERQUE

ISSUED

AT

PEOPLE

HAYE

AN

CITIZEN

HOUR

TIME TO READ

TERRITORIAL FAIR

NOVEMBER 10 tD 1607

$17.85

AMERICAN

TRU'
OR RETURN

ROUND
;OOD

1

NOVEMBER

No Stopovers Allowed
Wu Are Glad to Answer

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

W.

CONGRESS

Questions

Nov.

RAILWAY

:-

-

Inn, Pullers, Grade Bar,

9

f)

Or,

PATTERSON

Qtea Voles
TelenhoM

NEW MEXICO.

SUCCESS
THEY $AY NOTHING $VOCEED$ LIKE ICCCEJI.
I ICPPOIE TIIII 1$ TRUE.
BUT IN ORDER TO
HAVE lOSIE $CCCE$ WITII WHICH TO
D
IT 1$ NECE$AItT TO HAVE IOME OTHER

To Joplin and Return

$UC-CEE-

Date of Sale

Nov. 8, 9, and 10

THINGS.

Return Limit Nov. 20

OTHER

T. E. PURDY, Agent

OCR COLUJIN$ WILL $IUNE UP THE ONES TOU
HAVE, AND AN ADVERTISEMENT
IN THE
EVENING CITIZEN WILL GO A LONG WAY

Foundry and
. MALL,

CLUB HOOMB

RATE

ONE OF TIIEIE 1$ BRAIN t, AND ANIt IOME MONET. WE DO NOT FTO-NII- II
BRAINS IN $ET$, BUT A PERC9AL OF

SUPPLYING THE DINERO.

oocoocor)ooooo ocooooooooooo
m.

9 AMPLE AND

to 17, 1907

llu-ratur-

Iron and Btm CaaUngi;

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

Boarding

Wesl Sliver
ALBUgilERQTJK.

$38.35

I'lirouKli l" ffrtilo Sun Luis Valley,
ttlm to tlto San Juan counly of Colorado.
lor Information aa to rult8, train
ftc,
wrvlw, UfMTlHite
cull on. or address
H.
M'cBRIDE,
F.
iam, Santa IV, N. M.
S. K. HOOPER,
T. A.. Donwr, Colo.
G. I.

Albuquerque

Prop'r.

it$ttnif ilium tniitif itiit i

Direct Route

Denver&RtoGrande

11,

a"icl
Arcnue.

L-ive-ry
S11-S-

Joplin, Mo.

BARNETT,

Finest Whiskies

12 0 West Railroad Avenae

MINING

18, 1907

Plnley. of Springer,
Move to ;ato City llecaiiHO of
T. E. Ptirdy
ficncral Nervous llnwkdown.
Katon. N. M., Nov. 7. (Special)
Agent
The Kev. Frank K. Finley, formerly pastor of the Methodist church
at Springer, has
to
this
A'T.&S.F,
place. Mr. Flnlev removed
has been annnlnt.
ed as nominal pastor's assistant of
the M. 10. church here so as to hold
Coast Lines
his conference relation, but on account of a nervous breakdown
he
will enter business life as a colonization agent.
I.ieut. H. P. Fullnwlnder. who has
been in Uaton at the bedside of a
sick son, left last week" for Brooklyn,
where he Is lieutenant
commander
battleship
"f'he
His
chilj is recovering Connecticut.
slowly.
Mrs. F. H. Seklns and children,
ail and Kdwin, are home after an
STAGE TO JEMFZ. LEAVER 911 TIk' Minlne
Cuinps of Colorado,!
extended visit at Meadvllle, Pa.
Colo- Heavy shipping of cattle has taken WEST GOLD EVERY MORNING AT I lull hihI Nrvuiln; to Denver,
Pueblo 1 via tlo ;
Springs
uixl
rado
I'u-v-

WHEN

THE

THIRD ARIZONA

j

discharged from the hospital
aB practically well, though yet very
weak. He hau a case of typhoid
fever.
James Conley haa accepted a position at the Itaion National bank.
II. C. Alford, an attorney of this
place, has been enjoying a visit from
his brother. Dr. T. T. Alford,
of
Chicago, 111.
itobert Vaughn has accepted the
position of bookkeeper for the Raton
Lumber Company, which was recently vacated by the removal of J. E.
Johnson to Colorado.
Mi. M. M. Dawson Is enjoying a
Visit from her brother, A. O. Dawson and his. daughter, of Denver,
Colorado.
Mr. and Mrs. R. V. Nichols have
returned after a long visit
with
irienus in uurraio, N. y.

IN

Machine

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE

Works

Proprietor

Coal and Lumbar Can; Kaaft.
Babbit M.tal; Column aaJ Iroa
Ka.'rtKSKrS- - t

FronU tor Bulldlaca.
Ropmlr mm Minim mm mill Mmohimmry m mpoolttty
AJbuquartjna, K. H.
Foundrr cast aid of railroad track.
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THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY
By

the Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico.
WILLIAM F. BROGAN
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One year by mail in mlvaneo
One month !y mall
One month by enrrtcr vtllliln city limit
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mutter at the
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H.VOO

There are about as many conceptions as to what constitutes a "good
time" as there are Individual, but there Is one plare In New Mexico, not
very f.tr from Albuquerque, where 99 out of every 100 people find what they
are looking for.
That place la the Valley Ranch, at Pecos, New Mexico.
Fresh country produce In abundance, horses to rltlo or drive, flogs,
guns, traps, tackle, all at your disposal. The finest hunting and fishing In
You can live In a house, a cabin or a tent, and come and
the territory.
go as you please.
Tou'll Jlnd plenty of company there, agreeable and refined, ir you art
Conditions Ideal for resociably Inclined, a favorite resort for ladles.
cuperating, reading, hunting or loafing.
You CAN'T SPEND MORE THAN NINE DOLLARS A WEEK ANY
WAY YOU FIX IT.
Inquire at The Citizen Office for further particular?, or address The
Valley Ranch.

FURNISHINGS

New Mexico and the bext

ad- -

e5t List now

nnlinr

sjurance policies aggregating half a million dollars and just before the pretnlnml hvinu rillp his Violent death OCCUlTPll.
The body was exhumed and the stomach found to contain large amounts
Experts contend that by la King me morpnuie.
inuii o..
of morphine.
resisting the effects of the drugs until he became
rnt r.r hi. hnm an.t
unconscious. Perkins fell from the roof without knowing it and without
feeling the terrible pain which would have followed his contact with the
flrth hnlnw.
Is a deeper
Ax a suicide case It is on of absorbing Interest, but there
stria tn It than that.
no
He owned a magnificent home
Perkins was not a poor man.
ac- lie had a bank
mortKasre and no pressing debts as far us known.
tho whnv totalinir 1242.085.67 or more money than the average
In a Ufa. time.
man h
Why did he want to kill himself and why did he want to fraudulently seoure so much more money from the insurance companies, ii meir ir-

-

,,.

'

Hons

9 99

ABOUT TOWN

are true?

That Is a question which Is puzzling even the member of his own TamKiinarvntlv.
the case
It would appear that this case was like a whole lot of others
nr tho Antr in the mnnffer who never had enough.
From a sociological standpoint, the Perkins case Is equally as Interesting
aa from any other.
in h the usual affair of not enough money to meet an apit nr.-iany
Is
creature.
It
O
In
rational
pirMH
f
of
needs
to
the
Invnrv
far
n.l
innihpr ruse nf thn Cottaire and the Palace.
i.,iir hpznta wast and waste besets crime. Apparently this man
with a, good Income an income better than thousands and thousands of
rte nna u niSc,,c,
men ever enjoy, could not live wltntn nis means.
Idea of the value of money and probably no Idea of the value of life either
that of his own or of his neighbor.
His God was a dollar and he dedicated himself a martyr, If the word
may be profaned, to his Idol.
n man u.ith an Inpnme. a home and an estate of over $200,000
wk
rnniA not live haDoilv ever after. Is too much of a puzzle for the average
Since he could hot have - the
But apparently Perkins could not.
man.'
money himself he apparently tried to leave the great lump - of Insurant- to
'
j
Was the sacrifice he made worm u i
bis heirs.
il

,

r

I

'

.

r

A dead man is a long time dead and when he dies at the
gotten wealth, no pressure of worldly affairs Is great enough to

i

altar of
warrant the

Perhaps his mind was unbalanced perhaps he had business cares and
trials no one but Perkins knew.
whDi if hA rtirt? Ta ther a man alive who hasn't? How many men
What right has
ntpinrellnir alone under almost unbearable burdens.
mnro than Knottier to lHV down his CTOSS?
every
man who struggled against greut odds found relief In suicide,
it
this earth would be a pretty lonesome spot.
There wouldn't be enough men left to fill the garden of Eden.
nnn

mom

nrohahle explanation Is that tills man Perkins had too much? He
He saw others living
himself to llvlne at too hlKh a pace.
Maybe" he paw them make money dishonestly, by
lunt l notch above him.
Me wasn't man enough to see the
treacherv and, bv modern financiering.
That mav not have been the case. He may Just have been
nrhcr rI.Io
the
nt,. nf natures weak nroduetB the kind that cut himself down with was
rrlm reaper's own scythe. But the chances are, that Lucius H. Perkins gold,
enmeshed in the net that has caught many a good man the net of
which brings Its own curse and It own retribution.
Th

haA

T

Iteedt

I'lietl for Iteeord.

Investment
Nov. 7. Surety
Co. to Olemma M. Litton et al

lots 15 ami 16, block 18, Perea
addition. $350.
Fellpo Padllla and wife to
Andres Duran, a piece of land
at Padillas. $30.
Augustin Chavez and wife to
Andres Duran and wife, a piece
of land in Pujarita. $60.

The westbound flyer carried ninety
people today.
'New Jersey sweet potatoes at the
Uichelleu grocery.
New city directories are to be hud
at The Citizen office for $1.
Good sweet Florida oranges on sale
at the Kiohelieu Grocery.
Mrs. C. H. Conner, of North
Twelfth street. Is giving a thimble
party this afternoon.
Born, this morning at 3 o'clock to
Dr. and Mrs. J. A. Iteidy, 515 Kast
Central avenue, a nine pound baby
girl.
The Lobby saloon Is to be reopen
ed.
The new proprietors are new
In
arrivals
the city, having come
here recently from. St. Louis.
Anona Council, No. 1, Degree of
Pocahontas, will hold a regular meet
ing tonight, after which lunch will
be served.
J. M. Johnson, the horse trainer,
has written his wife from Phoenix
that his mare Is In fast company.
Dan Patch la stabled In the next
stall to the Albuquerque nag.
The Epworth League of the First
Melhodi.-- t
will hold
their
church
monthly social business meeting to
night In the church parlors.
of oflicers for the coming year.
The "Woman's Christian Temper
ance union will meet at the home of
Mrs. O. K. Wilson, 215 North Kev
enth street, Friday afternoon, at 2
o'clock. All members are requested
to be present and strangers are wel
Kle-ctlo-

come,

have yet to prove that Perkins suicided. They
The county commissioners held a
may. At all events the experts have shown brief
session yesterday afternoon and
It
Something
else
did
did not kill Perkins.
considered the resignation of Koque
say, was poison In his own hands.
McGulnness as road superintendent
for precinct Jo. Is. Leonardo Hu
poison
was
a
man
that
really
nicks was appointed to fill the un
killed the
But aDoarentlv the poison that
It too often kills the moral life and expired term.
Is far more daneerous than drugs.
Generally it kills both.
A .stated communication of Temple
leaves the bodv.
A. M., will be
It Is the poison found generally In the palace but It comes too high for Lodge No. 6, A. F. andtemple,
at 7:du
at the Masonic
held
the cottage.
o
this evening. Vork in the K.
The palace makes an Imposing showing, but true citizenship is still A.clock
degree. Visiting Masons are cor
fniinrt in the cottaze.
It always has been and it always will be.
dially invited. By order of the W.
The cottage appears to be the only antidote for the poison which killed M. Frank H. Moore, acting secretary.
Lucius H. Perkins.
Fred G. Blerer, a well known at
torney of Murphysboro. 111., and a
It la lnterestinir to note that again the rules of foot ball have been former law partner of John Veitable.
changed and that instead of the game being played In mass formation as now clerk of the district court or
of vore It Is now nlaved on the skirmi. h line order, which gives the public Bernalillo county, I in the city for
a chance to see more of what's taking place on the gridiron and lessens the a two weeks visit as the guest of
number of broken legs and fractured skulls. The Topeka capital in com Mr. Venable.
of the change
The "Kids," a basket ball teum
mmilnr inmn a local eume Klves the following explanation gave
high school
the final composed of former
foot ball game
"Saturday's Kansas Unlverslty-Wa-hbur- n
players,
t
will play their final practice
ball-Istroke, if any was needed, to the old time close formation system of foot
game
before meeting tne
was, the sort of game that the spectators have been clamoring for and Minors tonight
tomorrow night at Colombo
whosa clamor has compelled a change of the rules of the game. Foot ball'B hall In the nrst of a series of three
development has had three periods, the fint being a cru.le open game wun games to deciue the city champion
pujiting, drop kicks and backward or across ship. The Minors have not been de
much running and dodging,
the iield passes. The game twenty years ago favored light and agilea play feated in the last two years.
safe
ers and was a spectators' game. It gradually degenerated- Into
com
The "Little Johnny Jones"
gtne. keeping the ball In hand, taking no chances, with ma.- plays depend pany thai comes to the F.Iks' opera
ing as much on mere 'beef u. teamwork, anil mis development resuiiej in house on next Monday night is musical comedy of the highest orma manv injuries to players, delays to bring Injured players uround and dif
The company curries two cars
ficulty on the part of spectators in following the ball, that two years ago the der. scenery
and a chorus of forty
The rule requiring a gain of ten yards instead of of
rules were modified.
beautiful young ladies. The perform'
five in three downs has opened the game, which now differs from the game line promises to be a real treat.
of twenty year ago only in the entirely new plays of the forward pass, the
There will bo an Important meet
11 was an Allien
moft beautiful Play that has developed In fool Oall since gave
ii.g of t he territorial
fair associa
an exhibition tion
can college game. On Saturday Washburn and K. U.
tomorrow evening at the fair
of the new open game which delighted the six or eight thousand spectators, headquarters in the rooms above the
and If they had a vote on the ouestion It would be unanimous for keeping .elger Cafe. The meeting Is called
os the fapnal con
for the, purpose of considering cer
to the new style of foot ball. As long as ihe late
foot ball und predicted that It was bound to give place to tain business preliminary to the final
demned mass-pla- y
statement of tlie fair officials. Every
The new foot ball has "made good.
the earlier open game.
member of the executive committee
and advisory board Is urged to be
thought he was In Tennessee present.
iPresident Roosevelt In making a
dJul how was he
ahen in realitv he had crossed the line lulu Alabama.
Bill Slade, an old man who works
They ull talk the same down there.
going to tell?
on the ranch owned by W. L. Trim
ble, near this city, broke his left
An Ohio man figures that this year's Thanksgiving dinner will cost $1.36 ankle yesterday. MuJe same to town
Not with the average family, however; there will be with a team and after transacting
more than lan year.
certain business started for the
leas dinner.
ranch.
The horses were not going
very
but in turning a corner.
Just because a man wears ragged clothes, Its no sifii he's a sculawug, Slade fast,
lost his balance and fell of!
but a lot of people have It figured out that way.
wagon
to the ground and broke
the
his leg at tho angle. The injured
was
fifteen
Pennsylvania has a boy who killed fifteen bears before he
man was taken to 8t. Joseph's hospital and Dr. Haynes was summon
Maybe he will yet live to be president.
years old.
ed to reduce the fracture.
The prettiest women are always the stupidest, says an exchange. Ahem,
Are you looking for somemingT Re
member the want columns of The
levelling Citizen ars for your especial
Th election of Tom Johnson In Cleveland d'Jii't prove anything but that benefit It talks to the people and
they talk to you.
car fare Is mighty popular.
the three-ce-

Th Insurance companies
mav not succeed: aealn they
i
their rnnnrt that the fall
and that something else, they

'
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All Stoves and Ranges
6 inch Stove Pipe 6 Inch Stove Pipe Elbows

1 DAILY SHORT ST0B1ES
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TllK CIIAKMIXO WIDOW.

4

The truth must be faced. I am
an oia maid!"
I was talking to myxelf. so I an
swered myself, "You don't look It.'
1 do.
When snins of srlrls wait
for me to get Into a street car and
clerks aay, "YV here to Air,
1
can't helD knowing that I look
Education would make an old
maid of anyone.
You don't know
much, but the men all think you do.
so it amounts to the same thin."
Yes, she who courts wisdom un- I don't want
courted must remain.
to marry, I certainly don't want a
husband, but I do want that odious
Airs.' Justified. f '.
"You would enjoy being a widow.'
"Widow! Yes!"
In conversation with myself I a!
ways gain comfort.
I hummed
tune on my way down stairs, for the
charm of widowhood brought peace
to my soul.
In the parlor were callers.
"If
a shame!" Mrs Van Camp was say

..

..

i

ing.

"What's a shame?" I asked, loin
ing tne group.
I have been Invited to go on for
the Harvard game," sighed Kuth Van
amp,
can t find
"and mother
t
chaperon."
' I ll chaperon you.
I cried eager
Mrs. van camp turned her doll
eyes on me with mild surprise. "You
know enough and you are old
1 could have bitten her
enough
but you look so ridiculously young.
"I'll be a widow," I offered. "An
old widow can act as a chaperon
even if she does loog young.
Kuth teased and I urged, and the
next day we started for Cambridge.
The ticket agents called me "Ma
dam," the porters called me "Mrs."
and Ruth, In the spirit of mischief,
registered me In New York as "Mrs."
Mary Norton.
"I am beginning to feel the part,"
I laughed aa we follow the boll boy
to the rooms.
'You look the charming widow to
a T , declared Kuth.
modestly.
Buff!" I exclaimed
Just then the boy turned a corner.
we quickened our steps, and In turning I stepped and fell. A pretty trick
for a chaperon!
And there was a
horrid man coming out of his room!
I didn't faint and give him a chance
to carry me as a more sensible old
maid with fewer brains would have
done; I said "Oh," In the most matter of fact way.
He helped me to my feet, he helped me to our rooms, even an old
maid would have expected that, but
what no one would have expected
was that he should exclaim, "Why,
Mary Norton!"
I unscrewed my eyes, my foot was
hurting terribly, and gasped, "Why,
Dick Hathaway!"
Once we had been friends yes.
more, but even surprise won't cure a
sprained ankle.
The next thing I
knew he was taking off my shoe
while Huth was taking off my hat.
He rang bells and gave orders. Th
bell boys called him "Doctor," so 1
gave up and let them take care of
me.
By and by Dr. Hathaway went tu
When he
the otlice fur something.
came back he eoemed different,
somehow.
"How is the foot?"
"Quite comfortable, thank you."
Then we talked of the old university days and from that we drifted
to his profession.
Suddenly he interrupted himself In ix glowing description of his hotel bachelor apartment with, "But tell me of yourself."
"I stayed and finished my course
after you left to fit for your profes
slon.
The life of an old maid is
supposed to be uneventful," 1 had
forgotten the widow.
"Why,
Old maid!" he exclaimed.
thought on the register you
I
know
"It was a Joke," I cried, blushing
furiously. "Kuth did It!"
A light flashed into his eyes. "Well.
1
It made an lmprosslon on me.
thought It had been an unfortunate marriage, that you had kept
your maiden name, ah after a sep
"
aratlon a divorce, you know
I gasped and fell back among the
Pillows, "Divorced!
Oh. Buth!
In an Instant Dr. Dick was on his
knees beside the couch, "Forgive me
Mary!
didn't know what else to
think. Don't crv. dear, don t cry!
"Go away." I sobbed, pushing him
from me. "Go away, quick, I'm
Kuth s ihaiifran."
Kuth. child that she was. turned
her back and gazed out of the window at a brick wall while Dr. Dick
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is tvatchlnK with considerable interest the
L. H. Perkins, the
Lawrence man who was supposed to have met death by a fall from the roof
of his home on June 1.
ny
The Insurance companies contend that he committed suicide Is not
a very
There
plunging from the house top but by the use of morphine.
Perkins first secured In- -tniA nf affairs connected with the case.
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.
took me In his arms and kissed me.
"I have always loved you," he whispered. "It was a foolish quarrel."
We went on for the game, I on
crutches, chaperoned by Ituth for Dr.
Dick followed us on the next train.
Ituth comes often to visit us and
never tires of teasing Dick and me
but I
about he "charming widow," again,
never want to hear the word
and
well
perfectly
though Dick Is
always has been.

I
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She Has Not a Rival and Is
Growing at a Tremen-duou- s
Rate.

The spectacle of a man spending
the
three davs after his arrival infinally
lOwing to the fact that The Cltl-re- n
city hunting for his wife, and
is constantly receiving Inquiries
advertising for her in the daily paper?, certainly entitles Albuquerque for Information about this city, the
"metropolis."
paper today publishes a short and
to the proud title of
condensed statement of facts about
Albuquerque which will be of interGot Fooled.
est to every one.
That burglar who had the nerve
Citizen suggests that residents
in of The
to' try to get uway with a coffin
this city who have friends asking
ne
nuu
tnougnt
l.as Vegas must Have
for information, secure copies of this
struck a dead town.
short article and forward them or
else send the names of their friends
to this offlc.'.
Another Mystery Solver.
In this way. The Citizen will he
A Deming man was bitten on the saved
correspondence and the
nnaa lie- - a eentliiede some time ago, personsmuch
will
seeking Information
and since that time the afflicted have more of it than
could be given
member has been greatly tnnamea. in a short letter.
An epidemic of red noses In a com
The article will be added to from
munity Is now reauiiy epiuinu.
time to time and will be published at
intervals in this paper.
department
Now that the street
Making lMieiionlnutl Growth.
has carefully rtlled the chuck holes
Albuquorque is the metropolis of
the
cleaned
and
O'l the main streets
New Mexico and the logical business
mud out of the sewers, lsn t It about center of the southwest. It is the
tune the weather man was pulling largest city on th fanta Ve railway
olf another rain. Our damp south
between Topeka, Kan., and Los Anwestern climate Is beginning to Una geles, California. It now has a pop
tile holes in 'dobe pavements.
ulation of 20.UU0 people, and has
grown at a rate for the past six
which If maintained, will make
ye:its.
Distance n lNmr Banker.
by
a city of 30,000 Inhabitants
He was standing in front of the ii1D10.
Postal TeleKiauli ofllce on Second
In
population
since
Tlie
Increase
street. I'tter dejection and ennui of 19uo has been at the rate of 1,200
soul were writen large on his fair people a year, and the value of city
He held a cig
vounif countenanee.
has Increased 50 per cent genarette paper In one hand and as I realty
over the city and 100 per cent
appioachd he brazenly blocked the erallybelter
in many districts.
sueet with a ittmainl ror "m;iKns.
(cogritdiUnl Location.
lie seemed to be In no mood for
trifling, and before 1 knew it I had
Albuquerque Is located In the
cigar u wlde-- t and most fertile part of the
Kaeriliced the fifteen cent
t
giving
me
for
h
Ju
handed
id
ii. ,in
Kio llrande valley. The river Is a
n'- - uncle a nice obituary
notice that half mile to the west of the city and
furnishes a plentiful hUpply of wate
uilild do to send back east.
"What's the matter?" I question for the truck gardens, fruit and ttl- f.ill. ranches.
ed, "you seem to be in trouble."
To tne west above the Kio Orande
"Trouble." he groaned, "would you
call it trouble to be one thousand, are several long extinct volcanoes
miles and above them and farther to the
.mi, hundred ami ninety-si- x
from home, and broke; dead broke?" west streiches prairie land for fifty
"That's easy." I began, "get a Job miles. stately timber clad peaks of
The
go to work.."
He regarded nie dreamily though the S indie and Manz ino mountains
to an altitude tf 12,o0u
rise
feet
my
cent
fifteen
smoke.
the huae t'f
miles
l.i ttie ni-t- , northeast
"Work! Say kid. you ought to ask eighteen
,
Kouthen-1a
for
hundred miles
on Its and
some newspaper for a Job
column. This Is ser- north and south. Between the valley
when the and the mountains is a Mat mesa,
ious business.
You see
with ranches und
farm
old man gave me three hundred for dotted
The soil of this mesa Is
a little trip out west he told me that houses.
was every cent I would get out of sandy end grows a grama grass of
him until I Kot home again. But he superior quality for stock.
Where tho ltio tirande emerges
is a great Joker, und I din't think he
fifty
really meant It. I wrote him from through AVhlte Bock canyon
mile- - to the north of Albuquerque,
Los Angeles that I was down to
rl e the foot hills of the Santa Fe
and what do you suppose he did
mou'irains and there enda the valley
wired one wont 'Sktddoo.'
as
I
got
far as Albuquerque Is benefited.
I
wired
When
here yesterday
To tlie south the valley U wide and
him. "Coming home. Can't you lend
prosperous
with
me fifty at tills distance ?' and I Jut fertile and alive
got his answer.
He unfolded the farms, clear to the Mexican line. El
Paso, the nearest large city, Is 250
message:
"Distance only lends enchantment. miles to the south.
Ituliroitd tenter.
Dad."
The railroad advantage of Albuquerque
are
better than most
Now is the time to get your Christcities tf its size. The Fanta Fe
mas presents ready. You very likely Kill make some knit slippers and north and south lints out of the city
in that case we want to supply you and the largest shops west of Towith the necessary lamb's wool ahoes. peka. Kan., are located here. The
We have them In all sizes for men, Santa Fe also has a west line thirwomen and children, and the prices teen miles south of the city and an
run from 20 to 85 cents. C. May's east line thirty miles n,'jtli, both of
points in Albu
Shoe tor, 114 West Central avenue. which hive divl-io-

JS'J

querque and' serve as feeders of the
There Is also a prospect of another
road to the east the Albuquerque
Eastern, part of which has .been
graded. The Santa Fe has a pay roll
to Ajbuquerquo of IS5.000 a month.
Lending .Manufatt iirlinj IntCret-ts-.
Wool scouring mills, handling over
4,500,000 pounds annually.
Rio Urande Woolen Mills Co.,
manufacturers of cassimeres, clothing, dress goods,
leather clothing,
blankets, Angora and1 sheepskin rugs
capes, moccasins, etc.; annual output
$180,000.
Albuquerque Foundry and Machlna
Works, largest In the southwest.
Southwestern Brewery & Ice C04
annual capacity of 30,000 barrels;
handles 300,000 bottles of bottled
beer annually; fully equipped, modern and up to date, with Ice pUnt
of 30 tons daily capacity.
The Crystal Ice Co., ice plant, capacity 30 tons daily.
Last but not least, the American
Lumber Co.'s new saw mill and box
factory, now completed; this plant
occupies 110 acres in '.he northern
part of the city; capacity 175,000
feet per day; best white pine on the
market; employ 350 men, pay roll
over $40,000 monthly; cost of the
plant was over. $500,000; It Is a 3
band saw mill; manufacture
sash
and door as well as boxes; this lumber Is shipped to all parts of the
United Slates.
And many other Interests of lesser
note.
Climntienl Conditions.
Albuquerque, with Hi southern location and altitude of 4.94st feet, has
without question one of the finest
climates in the world. Dry, fresh
rarlfled air, combined with a fairly
temperature throughout
moderate
the year renders It a preeminent location for invalid. The un shines
every day in the year, warm and
bright, carrying with it death to tubercular germs.
This Is an Ideal climate for nn out
door life. Though snow lays on the
top of most of the peaks of the nearby mountains for four months of the
year, an Inch of snow on the streets
unof Albuquerque is an almost
known freak of the weather. The
entire territory of New Mexico, of
which Albuquerque Is the center, is
considered one va-- t sanitarium fot
the. care of the great white plague.
The second annual Firemen's ball,
to be given by the American Lum
department,
ber company s fire
will take place Thanksgiving evening at Colombo hall. Grand march
commencing at 9 p. m. The general
public is cordially invited to attend.
Light lunch will bo served during
the evening. A seven piece orchestra
will render some of the most delightful and catchy music that will be
heard at any affair of this kind this
season. Those that are fond of tripping the light fantastic can not afford to miss this event. Tlie price
of admittance will be $1.00. Tickets
can be purchased from committee or
at O. A. Matson's obook store.
?.
weak,
Feel lanquld,
Stomach
Headache?
off'".' Ju-- t a
plain case of lazy fever. Burdocks
Blood Bitters tones liver and s'.om-ac- h,
promotes digestion, purities ihe

city.

run-down-

blood.

Nothing
more
appropriate
for
Christmas than a photograph.
One
dozen cabinet photographs $3.00.
M1LL10T S1T1UO,
SIS West Ituilroail Avenue.
Soothes Itching skin. Heals cuts
or burns without a scar. Cures piles,
eczema, stilt rheum, any Itching.
druggibt
Tour
Doan's Ointment.
sells It.
DeWltt's Carbollzed Witch Hazel
Salve is healing and soothing, flood
for piles. Sold by J. H. O'ltielly.
Pal Pinto Wells Mineral Water
cures and prevents constipation. Ask:
your grocer for It.
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MONEY

PER

CAPITA

.

Las Vegas People Have
Specie of Paper Money
of Their Own.

Socorro Attorney Says This
Is The Cause of the Present Financial Flurry.

A traveling man arriving from Las
Vegas last night said that the people of the Meadow City are dealing
In paper money
exclusively.
The
money is made right there In Las
'
Vegas.
"I laid a five dollar gold piece on
the bar of one of the first class saloon
there yesterday,"
said the
Knight Of the Road, 'and after taking back four oblong pieces of paper
and some small change in silver, I
picked up one of the pieces of paper
and looked at it and as the bartender stood looking at me, I decided
that they were trying to hand me
some stage money. Kach piece of
paper has a large $ mark on it and
a large figure 1. There were signatures on it besides, and something
about Lag Vegas banks.
"I explained to the man behind
the bar that I wasn't going to be in
town but a short t'me and I didn't
want to carry any money like that
away with me. 1 told him he could
give me back my gold and that I
would pay for the cigar with silver.
" 'Oh, no,' he said, 'we're not paying out any gold here; nothing but
scrip on the local . banks.
We're
afraid that you'll bury this gold and
keep it out of circulation.
If there
Is any burying to be done, why we'll
do it. 80 long.'
"As It was nearlng my train time,
I picked up the paper and left."

Attorney H. J. Dougherty, nf Socorro, who was In the city yesterday,
said that ho could ncrount for the
recent Hurry In the country's nuances
in only one way and that was that
inn country did not have enough
money to transact its business with.
"There Is not enough money per
capita in circulation,"
said Mr,
Dougherty. "That is the only way 1
cun account for the apparent scarcity of money. There certainly is no
other came. For years the country
has enjoyed the greatest kind of
prosperity. The farmers have raised
abundant crops and have gotten good
prices for their products. A few years
ago many of the farmers had
gages on their farms. These mortgages have been paid within themortpast
few years and the majority of the
fiiimers now have a bank account.
The factories of the country are running at their fullest capacity and
cannot fill their orders and every
other line of business is prosperous,"
Aroun dthe town

HYPNOTISM AT THE

FAMOUS

'

That's the Kind Your
Mother Wat.;
Trying to Make

.ELKS

OPERA

.

E

'

The Oriinths continue to attract
Edwards & Nickel
large audiences to the Elks'
opera
house. Last evening the crowd was
as large us usual and the entertain202 East Central
ment equally as interesting as on
any previous night. The hypnotist
last night made six young men, all
resident or Albuquerque,
a very
spectacular cake walk. Partdoof them
wore the garb of women and acted
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
the parts of women and did It very
gracefully.
Soma of them are so
modest that under ordinary circumSt. I .on Is Wool Market.
they would not be seen by
St. Louis, Nov. 7. Wool steady; stances
their closest friends dressed 1n
unchanged.
skirts, and there is no doubt but
that they were entirely under the
St. Ixuis SXlier Market.
mysterious Influence of the hypnoSt. lxi u is, Nov. 7. Spelter dull, tist
last night.
$5.16.
The young man, who was .asleep
in the window of M. Mandell's clothNew York .Metal Market.
New York, Nov. 7. Lead
weak, ing store, was taken to the opera
house
$4.f04.75; copper 14aVi; silver the last night and awakede before
audlenc The engagement will
69c.
con tlnue for the rest of the week,
Johnny Jones" cornea to the
"Little
w York Money Market.
New York, Nov. 7. Prime mer- Elks' on Monday night.
7 4H10
cantile paper nominal
per
cent; money on call strong 620c;
ruling rate 20 per cent.
COMMERCIAL CLOB DANCE
Chicago Produce Market.
Chicago, Nov. 7. (.'losing:
Wheat Dec.
May 1004JH4.
A PLEASANT AFFAIR
Corn Dec. 6 7 ft in ; May 5 8 14 .
4
Oats Dec. 7,;0JH; May 50 4 .
Pork Jan. 113.25; May $13.57.
Lard Jan.' $5. 92 H; May $8.05.
The Informal HnniA o, thn rm
Ribs Jan. $7.02; May $7.27. merciai ciud last night wtis one of
me mosi successiui society events or
Xew York Stocks.
the season and was well attended.
Atchison exdiv
71&4
Those present spoke with especial
83
Preferred
praise of the dance music furnished
New York Central
7&j by the Grady orchestra.
Five muPennsylvania
108
sicians comprised the orchestra and
67
Missouri Pacific
playing
was most satisfactory.
their
Union Pacitio
lOO'
This year It is the aim of the club
SO
Preferred
to make their Informal dances atAmalgamated Copper
48
tractive and the outlook
promises
.
U. S. S
24
that they will be the most enjoyable
'Pref erred
83?i features of the social season. The
next dance will be held on Thanksgiving eve and elaborate preparations
Kansas City IJvestock.
Kansas City, Nov. 7. Cattle re- are being made for that event.
ceipts 6,000. Market steady to 10c
southern cows $1.752.65;
ttockers
and feeders $2.754.50; bulls $2.00
i 3.50;
calves $1.756.00;
western
steers $4.30 4.80 western cows $2.00
if 3.40.
Sheep receipts 6.000. M.irket 10c
lower. Muttons $4.25ff?4.75;
lambs
$5.00i6.10; range wethers $4,000
4. DO; fed ewes $3.50
5.00.

I

90:

....
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NEW YORK DRAFTS ARE
GOOD IN ALBU

Chlrairo livestock.
Chicago, Nov. 7. Cattle receipts,
9.000. Market steatiy. Reeves $3.50ft
7.00; cows $1.2540; calves $5.50
tfi'7.00; Texans $3.40 U 4.75 ; westerns
$3.005.40;
stockers and feeders
$2.404i" 4.60.
Sheep receipts 12.000. M.irket 10c
lower. Westerns
$2.50t(5.20; ve.ir-ling- s
$5.00ifi 5.65; lambs $4,001 6.70;
western $4.004.55.
Oinalia IJvestock.

Omaha, Nov. 7. Cattle
receipts,
800. Market active. 10 to 15c higher.
Western steers $2.75 0 5.00;
Texas
$

2.75

f

4.25

;

range cows

QUERQUE
George L. Dlckerson, representing
the southern branch of the Mergen- thaler LlnotVna
mimnv te.V,n ..
in the city yesterday, said that Al- uu.uciMuo as me oniy place In the
Bouthwest where New York drafts
were cashed by the banks.
"I had a draft for the measly sum
of $40 and, do you know, I carried
tliA amtrhom
it all over
- fo., b vll iiit:
country, tendering it to1. banks
and
uiwiianus una was
down all
along the line until turned
I reached Albuquerque," said Mr. Dlckerson last
night. "When I reached here I decided that I would get that draft cashed if I had to discount it fifty per cent.
I went into the first bank 1 came to
and tendered the paper. The cashier
looked it over and all that I had to
do to get the money was to identify
myself. Albuquerque banks are all

right."

RATON

JAP GETS
10 DAYS

IN

weth4.25

;

Rest remedy for mothers to use Is
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup. It
tas'ej nearly as good as maple sugar,
It contains no opiates, gold by J. H.
O'Rlelly.

JAIL

HWEST
r

For the Man of the House
Nothing is more Popular now than a

Chiffonier or a Bachelor's Wardrobe

Football fans at the University of
were given' a scare this
last week when it was announced
that If four or five of the best players on the team did not greatly Improve In their studios they would be
taken off the varsity eleven.
The players back in their studies
were brought before the other members of the varsity eleven and a consultation held. They promised to apply themselves more to their studies
and the others offered to help them
In whatever way they could.
As a result there is much midnight oil burning in the quarters of
the four players who have been told
to catch up in their studies or quit
playing football.
The varsity eleven was to have
met the Indians Saturday afternoon
but yesterday the Indians called the
game off. The varsity wilt play a
scrub team of students of the university instead.

J. M. Connell, general passenger
agent for-thManta Fe railway, has
We show them
In all grades', ami
caused to be Issued from the immigration department of the Santa Fe
newest patterns, and all desirable
one of the most praiseworthy folders
Mulshes. ITtees nil the. way from
covering the resources of Arizona and
New Mexico ever published.
conIt
tains twenty pages of well written
to
and beautifully
matter,
illustrated
giving with much detail the opportunities of the two territories, starting In with Raton ami following the
Santa Fe, ending at Needles, Cal.
Kach city and town along the line
Is given mention and all the features
of Interest are pointed out with fair
and Impartial correctness.
It touches on the reclamation
work the government has undertaken In New Mexico and Arlxona and
308-3- 1
compares the possibilities here with
those accomplished In the valley of
tho Nile.
Pictures
of Irrigation
ditches with all their picturesque
beauty are used wUh telling effect.
The pamphlet shows a picture of
a mowing machine
being drawn
3
SHIPPING SHEEP
through a field of alfalfa on the
Arrangements Completed for Handling
,
ranch of H. I Miller near Las Cru-ce- s
by an automobile.
is a fine street scene In SilBOX. CARS verThere
City, and a very lifelike picture
of a herd of white face cattle grazIn Connection with the former
ing on the Maxwell ranch near Las
Shippers
I,ny Awake
Night Vegas.
at
Scheming How to Jet Cars
Other pictures shown are as folPromised to Others.
lows:
EVERYTHING-BOT- H
LINES-BE- ST
QUALITY
Fruit picking In tho Pecos valley,
The scarcity of stock cars has be- a bird's
eye view of Las Vegas, street
come so great and the- - emergency for scene
drying
in
Phoenix,
In
the
fruit
shipping so expedient that sheep are Halt Ulver valley, bird's eye
LOMORI & CO.
view of
being shipped from Magdalena, X. Prescott, pictures of Flagstaff
and
M., in box cars. The aide doors are Williams
823
SOUTH
SECOND.
niOXE 791
being slatted crossways and the end Arizona. and the lluosevelt dam In
doors left open for ventilation. With
llegardlng
Albuquerque,
the
Santa
xxxxixixxxixxxxxxixxixixxHxxixxxxxxxxxxxxxxnxxxiTsa
the cool weather
assisting, some
favorite city of the southwest,
shipment have been delivered to Fe's
the pamphlet contains a fine view
points as far away as Nebraska in of
Second street looking north tak- "CXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
good condition.
at Silver avenue. It iso makes
The quest for cars is keen and the en
reference to the growing Importance
shippers employ all strategy possible of
place.
the
to secure them as they arrive. On one
2
I
Instance recently one shipper secured the cars promised by the Santa
BICYCLES
SPORTING
GOODS
ARMY
SUFFERS
FROM
to
Fe
another shipper in the cleverest kind of a manner.
KEY FITTER
Getting a
REPAIR ANYTHING
tip that some cars were coming, the
clever shipper drove his sheep Into
FAMINE OF CADETS
he loading pens owned by the San"U'iwimw imiiiim riti ummsmmmrvinBmaimmmrmajmBmimmMwtmmMia
ta Fe and refused to move them In
any other way but by driving them
1
Washington,
jj
D.
7.
Nov.
C,
The
WE FILL
through the chute, which goes to the
often told of late of the inadecars when they are set to be load- story
ed. There was nothing to be done quacy of army pay is repeated with
PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
with this Impertinent shipper but to aportnew variation in the annual reL,
of
Ool.
Hugh
superinScott,
203 WEST RAILROAD AVE- set cars and let him load them. The
At Constaterit
of the military academy. In
other fellow had to wait until some tendent
NUE NEXT TO BANK OF
this case for the lirst time in the
more cars were promised to him.
history of the institution,
COMMERCE,, a
Prices
difflculy
has been experienced in securing a
sullWient number of cadets to fill the
BERNALILLO COUNTY
ranks of the corps. Col. Scott sava
that the corps is now 73 below its I
autnortzea strength, and the number
DISTRICT COURT or resignations from the army In If Your Eyes Trouble Yon
elude nine of this year'a graduates
from the academy. Col. Scott says:
"In the matter of trained soldiers
AMFnirtv
The ease of the Territory vs. Chas. the output of the military academy
CiailULLOS LUMP,
K. Newhall, former treasurer and cannot with safety be permitted to
of consumption of
collector
for Bernalillo fall below the rate gone
before, plus
county, ana bis bondsmen, W. M. those who have
Flournoy and W. Hesselden, which the increased requirements of a great
Furnace,
case is now on trial, will probably anu growing nation. it is believed
be decided this afternoon.
Mixed,
The ac- that the more lucrative pursuits and
tion is for the recovery of $5,765.30, greater neias ror promotion of prl
Nut.
CLEAN OAS COKE.
alleged to have been imoronerlv re. vaie nre are aiverung young men
SMITHING COAL.
talned and misappropriated
by the from these careers of small pay and
first defendant during his term of slow promotion in our country's ser
NATIVE KINDLING.
omce.
vice."
FOR CASH ONLY.
t
Dimiajro Suit Next on Itocket.
The next case to come up for trial
NOTICE.
Referring to the article published
In the district court Is that of JosThe Central Avcnne Optician.
eph Schmitt vs. Southwestern Rrew-er- y In the Morning Journal this morning
& Ice Co.
TELETHON E ffl.
This is ap action to concerning the proposed Albuquer- Every jwir of Eye Glasses and
'yvcr jo.ui'u uamuges. .n Janu- que brewery, I wish to state that the
fitted Guaranteed
ary 2. 106, the p;aintlft while in the remarks therein will not affect the
Absolutely Correct.
regular performance of his, duties as establishment of the enterprise or
an employe of the Southwestern hinder the work of organization.
YAXOWS.
Rrewery was. It is alleged, badly have credentials which prove that AT
Ill W. CENTRAL
scalded and burned by reason of cer- the enterprise will receive the finan
Phone 132 for Appointment.
backing
cial
of
capital
Louisville
tain defective
machinery
and
he
in
plant, and sustained such injury as the withdrawal of M. P. Kelly will
win permanently disfigure him and in no way affect the plans of the
Incapacitate him for steady labor. company. Persons Interested in thi
Neill H. Field is the attorney for the proposition are well aware of the
Galvanized Cornices, Sky
plaintiff and Marron and Chllders sound backing of the company.
H. O. DUOPPLEMAN.
!JH
will appear for the defendants.
--r.
Lights, Stock

$10.00

0 CENTRAL AVENUE

FRESH MEAT
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OFFICIALS
APPOINTED TODAY

Front
105 North First Street
IT WILL PAY YOU

305 West Gold
ALL WOMEN WILL

VOTE THIS FALL
hat we are making the most ap
petizing, delicious and nourishing
breadstuff that It Is possible to
make from the choicest Hour and
skill of the bakers art. Oood broad
In the home Is the "staff of life,"
and we give you a staff worth leaning on. Our bread, cakes and pastry
can't be beaten by anyone.

Pioneer Bakery,
207 South First

St

two blocks and get a
and Decorations
suit for $17.60, a $23 suit for Fair
a $25 overcoat for $16 and
1"
W awhlnolAn
' V".... r rr.i- - a$14.50,
$12. CO.
overcoat
$20
for
Work well done no delay
president todav &nminil hu 4,,i
At prices you can surely pay.
1(W ill 17 RfifinllitmpfiU
I
.,o... Cash
f iir
!i
E. MAHARAM'SorCdit
your plan and he will fit It
folate
state of Oklahoma:
Wett Central
Bte
And you 11 be glad that
John II. Cotteral, judge; John Km-hr- v
. rw. . ,
Irnfrri utiiu
John Abe rnathy
United State
mar- -,
.
U
.11 ...
Kul iui mo
a Reliable Dentist
w c?uci
ana Consult
Phone 711. SJ5 SouUi 2nd St.
Haljh E. Campbell, uisinei,
judge; Wm.
Gregg, United States attorney, and C
A. Porter, United Siat.-marshal for Full Set of Teeth
the eastern district.
$1.60 up
Gold lilllng
A WARM PROPOSITION
Gold Crowns
$
Painless Extracting.. . M)c
MORTUARY
These cold mornings and evenings
us of warm underwear,
remind
blankets, and quilts. We have got
ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR- mem.
you buy call and comuerore
K1U
baiM he.
pare quality and price.
ANTEED.
A good fleece ribbed garment for
owner, died last nlaht at hi h..m.
women at 25c, others Sue to $1.25.
In Peralta.
The funeral will be held
Agood
fleece ribbed garment for men
tomorrow at Peralta.
35c. others 50c to $1.25. Children's
underwear 15c to 40c, as to sixes.
Mareclliui t'huves.
Klankets 50c to $10. Quilts $1 to
The funeral of Marcellna Chavez.
on old resident of Pajarito, who died
$J5.
yesterday at the home of a relative
at 130! South Broadway, was held
CASH BUYERS' UNION
DRS. COPP and PETOT.
this morning from the Sacred Heart
church, iiuiial in San Jose cemetery.
122 North Second
ROOM 12. N. T. AJIMLIO BLDG.
I
to walk down

Sips

t2H

--

Vi

Large, Well Lighted Room
Prompt, Courteous Service
Muiic While You Eat
Patronized by the Best People
Number One Meals
Breakfast

11

$8

-

Dinner
Supper

6 to 9
12

-

to

3

5:30 to 7:30

MRS. M. F. MYERS, Proprietress

"STACY DID IT"

1

.

CtArQira
UlUIQgB

U

laras,

t

-

M

Air

m

207 West Gold Avenue

$25.00 - - Per Month
$6.50 - - Per Week
- - . 25c
breakfast
Dinner and Supper 35c

&7G.OO

ALBERT FABER

Lee Unkal, a Japanese, was arrested by Oflicer Kennedy In the
back room of the St. Elmo last night
for vagrancy.
He was found asleep
and when awakened refused to tell
the officer his name and kept
about himself until he was arraigned before Police Judee Cralsr
this morning.
A SN AP
He told the police Judgo that he
For the right party. One of f
had been employed as an engine
the best
transient ho- - 4
wiper by the Santa Fe at Raton and
THE VRZAL FAMILY
tela in the city. Directly op- had quit work there and come to Alposlte the Santa Fe depot. A
buquerque, arriving yesterday.
money maker. Kent very reason- - T
His
suspicious
long lease. Rooms taken
actions
able,
about
the St. Victim V
Husbuml of Woman
every night. All new furniture ff
Elmo prompted the judge to sen
TeKtiitMiiiy
WIhino
ConSeeiired
tence him to ten days in the city
and carpets, newly papered and
viction of liillik.
painted. Bverythlng first class. 4
jan ror vagrancy.
Or will sell for part cash, bal- "I'll catch me a Job when I get
7.
Chicago,
Nov.
again
Death
out,- said iee as the turnkey return
mice to fcult the buyer. Reason
descended suddenly 011 the Vrzal
ed him to his cell.
for disposing of business, owner
family, which was all but wiped out
has other business out of the 4
through
poisoning plot for which
city.
Inquire at the Citizen 4
THE CLEANERS
XM III NATION. Herman aRllllk
now
in
stands
the
office.
4
The Browns and Thorntons have shadows of the gallows.
Joined hand
the Browns do the
peculiiir fatality It entered
cleaning and pressing, and you know theWith
home of the principal
witness
Spl scribe for Th Citizen and get
wnat mormon does. Just call Thorn- for the
against liillik
ton and the Drowns will do the rest. one of theprosecution
the news.
few
members
of
the
Vrzal
121 North Third street.
'Phone 460. family
escaped death in the
plot. The victim was William
Cheapest accident
insurance Dr.
of the woman whose
P. MATTEUCCI
huand
Stops the testimony in
Thomas' Eclectrlc Oil.
having
with
pain and heals the wound. All drug brought liillik rredited
umi-- r
sentence
of
AND
STORE
gists sell it.
REPAIRS
death. Mrs. N'leinan was the daugh- SHOE
ter of Martin Vrzal, o:ie of the first
to die in the plot.
Green
nt

j

Met

THE SOUT-

Spec-taele-

and

$1.75 'u 3.25; canners S 1. 50 ad
2 25; Blockers
and feeders $2."6
4.75: calves $2.75(8 5.25; bulls $1.50
2.50.
receipts
Sheep
5,000.
Market

steady. Yearlings $4.604.90;
ers $4.25f?4.50; ewes $ 4.00
lambs $5.256.00.

FOR

I
II

The Home Restaurant

steers
heifers

AT

nrn

FE

Foot Ball Squad Must Give Pamphlet Just Issued One of
Alore Time to
Best Ever Published on
Studies.
New . Mexico.

WOULDN'T PEOPLE HAVEN'T ENOUGH

GIVE BACK THE

Frtsh Dairy Butter twice a week
K from Malthew'i jersey farm.

HOME-MAD-

SANTA

t

H. O'RIELLY CO.

BAR TENDER
'

A. J. MALOY

IN

paor

New Mexico

H

E

Departments
plutrniutists.

IS CALLED

CITIZm

'VARSITY

The Busiest Drug House Between Denver and Lot Angeles

change.

SPECIAL

and Dm

HALT

ATHLETICS

Seven Show Window

Keeping step with the nrnn progressive Drut House! of the
Country, we are, carrying a complete lino of goods suitable for
Holiday, Wedding, and Anniversary Gifts.
ltrilllant Cut Glass,
nlnt) llnml Painted Chirm, Rich lumber Goods, Dainty per.
funics in Cut ;Um ItottJen, Toilet Sets, Shaving Sets, Toilet Waters,
Itnislics, Mirrors and Toilet Articles in single pieces or mhk, Handling thefw goods in large quantities we are able to meet any

:

Clob House Goods will
suit yot exactly. You
will find them the best
you ever used. Club
House customers never

HOLIDAY
GOODS
Keep
of Our
Watch

c

A

EVENINQ

r

xxxxxxxa
The Parisian
Beauty Parlors 9
120 South Fourth St

Hair Dresiini
Shampoolof
Scalp Treatmeat
Children's Hair

Fclal Mtitif,
Eiecfroloilt
Manlcarlof
Csttlor

We manufacture all
klnda
of Ladles' Hair Goods. Complete line of Switches, Pompadours, Puffs. Wigs, tc.
REAL HAIR NETS
Sanitary French Hair
Rolls.
The
new pomp Wave. All
shades to be worn under the
hair Instead of ruffing one
own novelties in back and aide
combs.
Mr

and Mrs. James Slaughter,
Proprietors

"xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
RO-TA-MA-T-

1C

Is a Loose Leaf Book
that Is
Perfectly Flat Opening

may le lnneried or reuiov.
ed iiiMtauily.
IIouim! books
cut down and punched for lunuty be
TIm be
of lis kind on the mar,
ket.
Sheet

H. S. LITHGOW
Itun tii

Bookbinder.
It libber Stnuip Maker.

SI J W. Gold.

PARE

'ALBUQUEttOffF

BTX.

is

BOLD RHEUMATISM

TIII RSIMV, NOVEMUKIl

TTIZKN
way of coining, money, but a trusted
rlerk had to take some of it 111),
Then, too, his stage partners
000.
hnve not been like the Lew of old.
Poor Joe has tried several of them
and they haven't turned out good
feeders.
Some good luck has come to Lew
Fields, and some money. The greatest thing that has come to him, however. Is a
talent for
acting, dew (Fields J an actor and no
longer a
His
comedian.
perceptions are on a much higher
level than In the old muslo hall days
and his ability for character acting

MRS. BRADLEY PREPARED FOR
CHARGE

HER TRIAL ON MURDER

NOW EASILY

FLOAT NEAR

KVRIT1NO

newly-develope-

OVER

E

IE

Woman Accused of Killing
Brown in Washington Will
Ex-Senat-

Feverish Hunt For "Mother Give Home Recipe to Relieve
Lode" Now Being Made
This Dread American
by Hundreds.
Disease.
Salome. Arls., Nov. 7. There la a
t
Bold excitement in mm locality.
Monday the postmaster and railroad
agent had the town to themselves as
very one else spent the day In the
hills looking for gold.
It It the same oid ftory that often
happens In western camps.
Rrum- sM.r.Mv Fred Hrlll.
;i...u. !i,i..r. -- ..J Ued
mk. nora
quail and rnbbit hunting in the lowachirf foot hills four miles northwest

n-ea-

in gold.
wie

I

I
I

To make up enough of the "Dun
riellnn treatment,
which l rwimen
to be relieving nearly every sufferer
kidney
wno use., it for backache,

and
complaint, sore weak bladder
rheumatism; fret from any (tood pre
ounce
scription pharmacy one-ha- lt
I Fluid
Kxtract Dandelion, one ounce
Compound Kargon and three ounces
I ( ompnund
Syrup or mi rsa pn rin a
and , take inl
Shake well
.,
.... Inj a bottle
i ......
I

I
I

iJ"iTrn h7im- It Calm that
hve
1 J?rXZ r'The'who
it acts gently but thoroughly on the
nnrlcnpnp
flnrt milO'
Ifiiiiicva rdllot'lnff
.. irnuh and ur nnrv dmcu
imnv iciuiiiru
tie
large piece
.

A

I
to the hills and found a
lmn, inntnntlv. Manv cases of rheu
Of iron stained quarts which was, to mniim art known to have been re.
use the common expression, "lousy I neve(i within a few davs, the pain
ith gold," one nugget In the quarts and swelling diminishing with each
.. itnown local drugglft. who
A number of claims were located on I
from 1. in B
a large quarts lode nearby
n know, asserts that
I
be- which the float apparently came and I ihi nrpsrrlntion wherever
It
Monday
party
he
returned to town.
COmes known, always ruins the sale
every ssaaie norse. norro huu rig "i of the numerous
patent
medicine
town was chartered by the first com- - I rheumatism cures, kldnev cures, etc
r and all of those who can get away I lt )a a recipe which the majority
re now 1. matting locaiious ana stun-- i I 0 natent meulclne
manufacturers,i
.
II
H3 worn.
n1 even certain nnveicians aiMise
no one bs yet nim louna me ricn in e nnh shed. Few cases. Indeed.
ore in riace but every one thinks he I which will fall to fullv yield to Its
jus mo .Mother ioae" rrom wnicn Ii nemllarlv sooth nr and healing in
It came and new locations are being fluorine tteinsr comnosed of common
made daily, so that It is probable II every-da- y
Ingredients, which can be
that some fortunate prospector will j,ad front any druggist, It makes up
soon open up the big bonanza which a good, honest and harmless remedy
mv many are loomng lor.
i anQ- at nominal cost
w Strike.
Tito
The scene of the new strike is Immediately north of the new Orlfrln
strike, made last week, and all the
favorable looking ground In that sec
tion Is rapidly being taken up. The
chist belt Is several miles wide.
lying on the southwesterly flope of
the largest mountain In the west end
cf the Harcuvars, known locally as
Citfrnlte mountain. Numerous diabase
nd dlorlte dykes cut the schist In
All directions and Iron stained quarts
blowout?, stringers and ledges are
ma numerous as to confuse one and
make It - a matter of close prospect
tng or good luck in finding pay ore.
About seven years ago a piece of
quarts float was picked up in that
same vicinity which was horned
down an4 vielried 127 in
and
some prospecting was done at that I
SftiVlf.ft HriS ISSllfiO
wis
time, but that
before the advent r0rC51
of the railroad and little was done on
Statements Concerning Its
account of the great distance from
water and supplies. But now that
'wells have been sunk and the locality
Own Experiments.
Is only four miles from town and the
railroad .it is more than probable
mat some one will uncover the rich I
n r
km t struc-Haland
nother Harqua
a
Into a
"
I.,
will.Pk opened up.
"wider must know the
i
max
me
liioroiigiuy.
strength of the tlmDer ana
It Is the Intention of those nrns. I lmum load it will have to carry.
pecting there now to search the I Building laws generally require that
ground thorouehlv anH make fri. I the material used shall be from three
quent panulngs of all iron stained I to six times as strong as is actually
quarts and porphyry. There la a belt I necesary,
inns-leafof schist three or four miles sauare I i nhiniiv
and Norwav
liberally sprinkled with quarts and I nines and tamarack are among the
I
i
rnuwings ana iron stain principal structural limDers or me
jiiii
galore and whoever finds the rich I pastern Ignited
States, and Douglas
ore in place win be amnlv rewarded Ar n n H uait.m homlnrlc of the west- I
for the cloce prospecting and careful em. In the trade, loblolly Dine Is
search that will be necessary to dis- - I cla.'fled both as Virginia pine and as
cover u. unless someone witn un-- 1 North Carolina pine. Virginia pine
I a
usual luck stumbles upon It.
made up principally of material
'mere is considerable talk of the II from the northern part of the
float coming from the "Lost Bix lv nine hplt. and Is Inferior in aual- Hhooter" mine fabled to be located I ty to the North Carolina pine, so
somewhere near the foot of Granite I that the distinction Is one of arade
I rather than
mountain.
one of locality. Long- leaf yellow pine as known on the
market may Include the better
EIGHTEEN PENSIONS
grade of shortleaf pine and Cuban
nine. It has fur a long time been
the standard construction timber of
the east. Norway pine, also Known
FOR NEW MEXICANS as
red pine, is lumbered principally
In Michigan. Wisconsin and Minne
with
sota. where It is .. marketed
.
p'.ne as norinern
pine,
w
n..i,u,,i.
... it . ........ r ' " ' . , .11-i - I wi . hite
, ..
. , uoug'
.
w.t...i
'"
...
Imvaiice 4 m Nuinlx-- of Claims I"",, ". vieu

or

Shall the
Washington, Nov. 7.
woman who has been wronged from
"loving not wisely but too well
Into her own
take-- retribution
dishands?
fir must she, having comgraced willfully the seventh
mandment, suffer in silence the douand
burden of her shame being
ble
from
humiliation
of her
plaything?
a
as
cast
aside
These are the questions that a Jury
of 12 men will begin to consider this
week when the trial of Mrs. Annie
Ar
Bradley, who killed
thur Hrnwn of Utah wftnIn two snois
cuy.
begins
this
from a revolver,
This frail little woman, wno was
strong enough to take supreme re
venge, has been in Jan in waning-to- n
for a year. She sits In her cell
thinkknitting:
knitting, knitting,
But if you
ing, thinking, thinking.

that she met Arthur Brown, then
senator from l.'tah, and surren-

dered her life to him. Khe was the
most confiding of women; the most
trustful. Senator Brown told her
h
loved her. fihe believed him.
Two children came and he promised
some day to marry her and legitimatize these two eons. She believed
arid waited.
IUT Story.
While she waited came the story
to
Mrs.
of his Intended marriage
Annie C Adams, mother of Maude
pasactress,
the
Adams, the
and
sionate sense of Justice that burns
woman flamed forth.
In primitive
By the light of that flame Arthur
wn
Brf
died.
Mrs. Bradley might be considered
plain but for her large, soft, bright
brown eyes and a smile that Illu- -

Meet lug
ic
Have? GoTcmor Curry

ill

.1.
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y
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we.
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W.

J. JOHNSON,

Awtlstant Oaaliior.
J. C. DAIiDRIDGK,
O. E. CROMWELTj.

A. M. BLACKWELL

SldNTEZUMA TRUST CO.
ALBUQUCRQU&

NSW MEXICO

capital sad surplus, $ioo,oo9

INTEREST

ALLOWED

SAVINGS

ON

DEPOSITS

ORGANIZE
to

IHx-luo- a

ALBUQUERQUE,

Mrs. Annie Bradley, Fro in Her Itt-- t 1'liotograplL
ask her .tbout her case she will tell mines her face like a radiance.
you confidently that she expects acremaining
iShe Is spending
quittal: that she bases her hope on days before the trialthesinging little
the jury's sense of justice, once It love songs and making little trifles
has heard the mory of her wrongs. for her personal adornment during
She expects to take the witness tne trial which means so much to
stand and tell the whole romantic her. In her this seeming lightand tragic history of her life. It headedness bespeaks neither heart'
will be the story of an ambitious lessnesa nor Indifference; she
had
young woman of poor parentage, simply reached the point where the
forced Into active effort for her own weight must be lifted, else she would
support. It will tell of an unhappy go mad.
marriage and divorce, and finally of
Following her return from the
net forcing herself Into
hospital, where she underwent a ser
woamong' the publlc-splrlte- d
operation a few weeks ago, the
lous
men of Salt Lake.
physician advised that every con
secretary
There as
of the board genial ocupatlon
be allowed her.
of waterworks, as member of the Many concessions have been granted.
Women's club, as organiser of the Just now she Is making dainty lace
J'bet's Round TnrSle, and later as and muslin clocks to wear with her
candidate for city auditor, and dele drk cloth suit, also the product of
gate to the Utah Women s Suffrage ner clever fingers. She makes eX'
suffragist qulsite
eocletv to the
national
Renaissance
lace
scarfs,
convention, she won recognition by many of which have gone as gifts
to numerous
philanthropic
women
sheer ability.
It was during this fight for place who have been kind to her In her
among her more favored
sisters trouble.
.
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WHEN YOU WANT)

MONEY
CAREFULLY LOOKED AFTER
DEPOSIT YOUR FUNDS IN THE

needed

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

Wholesale Grocers

The flexible sole Red Crosi
comfortable from
'7,
Shoe is

,tt
The

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

1

absolutely

ronjortcble

4

DlrMts

,
l60fl.IM.lt
Capital
AathorU
t26M0.M
Pal Up Capital, Borplna and ProBU
Dcpoittorj fsr AtckUaa, Tapcka k Saata F klslhray CnpaaT

No Breaking-i- n

itoe thafs

ill

PriI1
Caaalar

Aulatont CaiUw

B. F. JUYNOLDI

For several years I had stomach
trouble, and paid out much money
for medicine to little purpose, until
I began taking Electric Bitters.
would not take $600 for what they
have done for me." Grand tonlo for
the aged and for female weakness.
Great alterative and body builder
sure cure for lame back and weak
kidneys.
Guaranteed by all drug
gists. tuc.

f"
wn

.....PrwMtt!

Vlo

rROIT'.;.

R. A.

burning and a chine
:nused by stiff soles and the
!
Airila
i" nuii. auics si e. pre
by the Red Crc ss. It
tnables a woman to be on her
Feet for hours at a time witi
:omfort.
A stylish

;

and dirmctor

orriCKrtm

lp

WEBER AND FIELDS SEPARATED, JONE
IN LUCK, THE OTHER NOT

NEW MEXICO

JOSHUA . REYNOLDS
M W. FLOURNOT
FRANK McKM

Fought at Gettysburg:.
Parker, of Fayette, X. Y..
a foot at Gettysburg, writes:
Bitters have done me more
than any medicine I ever took

good

1

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Ho
David
who lost
Electric

I

fTM-tiv-

President.

Vice Prcakleiit and Catik.
WTIXLVll BlctNTOSH,

Las Vegas," N. M., Nov. 7. One of
the most rousing meetings ever held
In this city took place at the Com
mercial club last evening. The Las
Vegas club of the west side town
joined in the meeting and it was
unanimously decided to organise a
county statehood league.
Governor
Curry will be asked to be present at
the first meeting, which will be held
governor can be con
Ias soonasasto the
the date.
The mayors of the two cities and
the officers of tha Commercial clubs
will Join In making the call.

a

,.

LUNA.

W. 8.. E TRICK LEI t,

Meeting.

....1
.kl .
II'.
tT aIIUIHIUll
mill
vir.uii
hpmlnck.
which Is obtained
lelegate W. H. Andrews has been from the same region, suffers from
notified by the pension bureau that I th.. reuutatlon of the pattern hem
eighteen pensions have been granted I lock, but Is far superior for struc- o .'New Mexico veterans.
Delegate I tural purposes.
On acount of the
Andrews is putting in untiring work I prejudice against It, It is often sold
I
pine
for his constituents and the pension under
names as Ala.-kdepartment alone shows his success. I and Washington pine, spruce, or lir
ine list is as lonows
Pine the. Strongest.
Jose de Jesus Berrlllas. Ruth, 8
Recent tests by the foresl service
per month from February 14. 190B show
pine to be the strong- John P. Sperry, ltevuelto, $12 per est andlongleaf
si nest of all the timbers
month from May 7, 1S07.
with Douglas fir also a cloe
per named,
Raton,
J 12
Judsou Bunn,
second; while western
hemlock.
month from March 7. 1907.
loblolly
pine, tamarack, and Norway
William M. Murphy, Tucumcarl pine follow
given.
In
For
order
the
per montn irom March 6, 107.
JisWiilis
Douglas fir and western
H. Ferguson, Kuswell, $12 tunately,
hemlock, of which there are com
per month from March 11, 1907
paratlvely large supplies, have high
Emerson L. Kmart, Socorro, $1 structural
merit, as has also loblolly
per month from. March 13, 1907.
the chief tree upon which the
Toman Tafoya, Las Vegas, $12 per pine,
southern lumber companies are ue
month from March 4. 1907.
crops.
Victerbo iMartlne. Wagon Mound, pending for futureInformation hitherto
of the
Much
per
1907.
4.
month
from
March
illMilton Horn, Santa Fe, $12 per available concerning the strength of
timber has been secured from tests
mount rrom March 26, 1907.
pieces without
defects.
of small
jese Amafor Uonzales, Antonchlco This
can not fafely be assumed to
112 per month from April 6, 1907.
d
timbers
Sophronia
Millluan, Committee. hold good onforthe large-sizemarket, since these
found
Denilng, $20 per month from March as
a
commonly
defects
such
contain
9. 1907.
knots, cross grain, etc. The
Sylvester M. Mallette, Red River, checks,
defects varies the
$12 per month from March u. 19i7. location Inof the
which thev IpHpll ily
John Fanning, Raton. $12 ,,er I uvini
of
proportion
s t rength;
the
and
month from July 29, 1907.
and1.,..sap wood, and the state
...
Thomas Short. Altunogordo ....ilheart
'"
.1..,
.
.
.
nnn.lit.
w
hi
JV
Ul rvHB"ll I" B ' 1111.". "
from March 2, 1907.
ierMrsmonth
Francisco A. O. de Paeheco, ered.
service.
115
forest
of
the
Circular
Tecolote. $8 per mouth from March Just ihsued, gives the results of testa
27. 1907.
during
the
conducted
been
have
Kthan W. Eaton, $20 per month thai
past four years at timber-testin- g
from March 4. 1907.
laboratorie in different parts of the
Ranches of country.
Jose Manuel Barela,
This circular will be mailTaos, $12 per month from March ed upon application
to The Forester,
16. 1907.
Forest Service, Washington, D. C.
$12
Ocate,
Martinez.
Mathui
Joe
per month from March 2, 1907.
A ticking cough, from any cause
is quickly stopped by Dr. Shoop's
oi.lt lMMIION SMF.IiTFJt
Cure. And it Is so thorough
CouBh
lUHltl-- S ALL IVAG1S. ly harmless
and afe, that lr. snoop
i
at t)iu ltertiimes telis mothers everywhere to give It
reeu
7 Jut
Year.
leaves and .(.niler Ktems of a lunK-'ln- e
I
mlHh
a
heallnir mountaiiiouH Hhrub.
vii
t Th
to
properties
Ir.
Copper Minim and Smelt- - I the curative
Dominion
7.
s CouKh C ure.
It calms the
Shooo
i.u.ihI
ig company
..
I CUUKH,
.liu nrai um ."i.
the . following . nnl fi' .. .1 ,.' KlTeCllve
No
i.lh. I U'l V. bronchial membranes.
in
no chloroform, nothing liar.h
e;rderelTh"care of
i n i
Hlrnoh
iiiliiw,i i.i Iii1nr or Kimnregrt.
or mm cumimn
departniems
all
:
help
.
nlant
eitrict. that
.
.i i uuij I - ra.innuii7,xT,a
7 u,a
be reuucea 10 .no ..i.
h. KnanlarQs
W'pHtprn
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SOLOMON

Present at
Statehood Irfngne's First

r

.

$150,000.00

Officers and Directors:

COUNTY

Jill

TIMBER

...

TO DETOSITOnS KVEIIY PUOrBai ACCOMMODATION
AND SOIJCITS NEW AOOOtJNTS.
O.VPITAL

When the Stomach, Heart, or Kidorgans always fall. Don't drug the
stomach, nor stimulate the- Heart or
Kidneys. That Is simply a make
shift. (Jet a prescription known to
Druggist? everywhere as Dr. Shoop's
Hestoratlve. The Restorative Is prepared expressly for these weak Inside nerves. Strengthen thPFe nerves,
build them up with Dr. Shoop's Restorative tablets or liquid and see
hoy quickly help will come. Free
sample test sent on request by Dr.
Shoop, Itaclne, Wis. Yout health
is surely worth this simple test. Sold
by all dealers.

SAN MIGUEL

OF

u.t.i.

ISXTEND3

O

STRUCTURAL

"

N. M.

BANK OF COMMERCE of ALBUQUERQUE,

ney nerves get weak, then these

...

VALUE

Till?

named after himself and each has
a deep regard for the other. W'Lll
they ewr get together?
While you are trying to solve It
would you like a typical Weber-Fiel- d
joke? Ulere goes:
A man was sitting In a resaurant
eating oysters. In came an Irishman who said:
"OI'Il ibet a dime
that Ol can eat oysthers faster than
yes can open them."
"Done," cried the whell cracker.
At the end of an hour the man had
opened 75 oysters, but the Irishman
had onl yeatcn 65.
Oettlng up with difficulty the Irishman said, "Yes win."
He laid down a dime and walked
out.

nn

BEST

WITH AMTTiE MK.VNS
FACILITIES

AJTD UX SURPASS KD

is now exceedingly good.
Yes, each has made some money,
brought out some new pieces. Is
playing In "theaters." tras a theater

Plead Insanity.

100T.

d

slap-stic- k

A

7,

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
0004KD0000)00000(
O00X5e00O00C000
HKLlA.nLJK "
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p
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PUTNEY

8
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THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
81, R'd

0m

S

Csrrtf s th largest and

Most Ezcluslye Stock of Staple OrocarU

.

la the Southwest

)xfords,
93-5-

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

0

ligh Shoes,

RA1I.HOAD

A.LBUQUERQOE.

AVENTJB.

N. U.

$4.00

lhU

In this season's character.
Ixv
Joe Wehor Ttxlay.
Let us fit you
York. No. 6. Tonight In a ' Of course. Weber has denied that he
you
ever
might,
you
if
Broadway
It,
said
ISroaduay
up
believes
and
stroll
ch'iso, Htop at a couple of what the him. For when the separation came
iih the cluaret would call- there were tears not stage tears
vouih
121 Rm It road Annua
One would be Web- from those two pairs of
"show whops."
.
with short, rotunu joe eyes.
er's
.,..
up
v,,,."- -"..
Weher Ins ule..'. and a little tanner
i
..i,,,
..i uu
t . vi.m.'! otner
nasn t. UW fields drove into
Blrrrli,,iiai"ufi theater,
VOffiari
long
with
tj..,..i..
the
- 1'iuounoj Olio auiuuiii aiuiiuaj ihb11
iirtli.i
iv.
,
,
v,
t
Ulltl all' mid sUK
VUUilflt'ai'l
wun riifl ;iri lieninn tne e'ounior
uiiu lann iifim "it ii
VWl! lei fill
Thev'ev come back to the white and the ticket speculators have been
way almost nlmultaneouoly, these old busy in front of the theater ever
partners or z years, wno oegan wi since selling seals at a intra aavance
and Kelllng 'eiu. too, mind you.
the little Kant side museum in nni-haAt Joe Weber s show shop? Well,
g.uare. at 13 a week for the
otir dniiftirrt frr It.
no speeul-atortwo.
for one thing. The
"Lew Field 'Will never come back audiences are still going but well, i.n'f hut t
f T
fcia n
to this theater exceot on a salary," there are lust audiences.
It ai
t'k
)' in.i'll.nlara siii.i ill hlrl
1.1
And. too, Joe Weber seems to have ul't:rti(t
are the cruel wards that Weber's
Is said to have had all the bud luck. Not only have
..l tr l llltlli.
U'.
buwlnesa tiranager
IUIUIi
superior.
used, as coming from his
his p'eces been rather mild In the
New

WM. CHAPLIto

fan-maki-
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Every

prsscrraa
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The telephone makes tha
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Theater

Comedy
Company
NIGHTS

LARGE
Little Change In Southwest
em Mines Because of
Low Price.

Jerome, Ariz., Nov. 7. It seems
quite certain that the drop In metal
prices Is to have little perclptible
effect In Arizona copper production.
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 4
In fact. It is generally realized that
conditions are now much nearer normal than they were before the decline.
.H'ST ONE LONG LAUGH.
Arizona's supremacy in the copper
Industry Is due largely, If not entirely, to the low production
cost
Exhibition Saturday at 2 p.
possible throughout
the territory.
id., starting in front of
At
the United Verde in this district,
O. A. Matwn'9,
the cost is said to be about 5 cents
per
average
pound, while
the
PRICES 25, 35, ami 60 cent. throughout
is not In exOne lady admitted with every paid cess of 7 ortheS territory
per
pound.
cents
ticket opening night. If purcliascd
An average so low for the production of an equal quantity of copper
before 7:30 at the box office.
Is absolutely
unparalleled
In nny
'FAMILY MATINKK SATURDAY.
other copper region In the world.
Irlces 15 and 25 cents. Doora These facls will account for the unopen at 2:30 curtain at S o'clock.
interrupted aclvity evident throughout this district.
The Little Daisy mine has made
the remarkabl? record of sinking 93
THE
NEW
feet in one month.
Their recent
strike of $25 ore is still a matter of
much comment.
Is
The Verde Grande machinery
now in line running orde.r, and the
shaft Is passing through' a black
Blate formation
liberally sprinkled
Modern Yaudevills
with sulphides.
Other neighboring
operators are alo active in opening
up new ground.
D. H. CCRDIER. Manager.
It Is generally
agreed that Jerome is not much longer to continue a one-micamp.
Still Producing.
Man?fleld, Ariz., Nov. 7. The fine
GEORGE L. WADE
showing at the Black Cap mine of
the Mansfield company is the subThe Merry Minstrel.
ject of much favorable comment
ILLUSTRATED SONG
among local mining men, as well as
visiting investors.
This mine has
GRACE RUSSELL A. CO.
six different openings. In every one
Uncle Tom's Cabin up to date.
of which is in evidence either millCRYSTAL rARCE COMEDY ing or shipping ore, or both, In
COMPANY
abundant quantities. A total footage
853 feet of workings Is now comSensational Moving Pictures of
pleted, and an Improvement
the
Ladies' Souvenir Matinees Tuesday quality of the ore is apparentIn with
and Friday.
every foot of development.
almost
Children's Toy Matinee Saturday
At the
level both milling
afternoon.
and shipping ore are being taken
out. The ore In the tunnel Is of
milling grade, and the quality Is Imsteadily. This tunnel Is now
. . . 10 and 20c inproving
Matlnet
145 feet southwest of the shaft.
At
.
.
.
Sweet
the
&
mine the showing is alEvening
lO, 20 30c most equally as
good. A total of 64
feet of shaft sinking Is reported by
the contractor during
past
the
month.
A station at the 350 foot-levis
to be put in at once. The test shipments made from the Mansfield with
a view to making estimates for the
installation of the mill are stated to
hnve yielded highly
re1 1 turns, and active Btepssatisfactory
are expected
to be taken at an early date toward
the construction of the mill.

CRYSTAL THEATRE

Week of November 4

90-fo- ot

Admiloni

ELKS' OPERA HOUSE

MONDAY

Novem be r

HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Alvarado.
Harry Conley, Wichita, Kan.; Robert Steen, San Francisco; Mrs. Wat-toNew York; Mrs. S. W. Plump-toNew York; E. P. Smith, Omaha;
T. P. Jackson, San. Marclal;
Henry
Llekerman, Chicago; T. L. Dean, Chicago; !.. Manhelmer and wife, Cincinnati, O.; Ueorge K. Rex, Topeka;
Thos. K. Layden, Topeka;
B.
B.
Romig, San Marcial; E. J. Camper,
Denver; George Curry. Santa Fe; L.
D. Luna, Santa Fe; B. Paynanaky,
New York; W. F. Reed, Denver; R.
G. Hyrd, Oklahoma City; R. R. Curtis
Henry, Illinois: Lieut. R. A. Duckworth, Silver City; R. J. Netherell,
Denver; J. G. Besh, Kansas City; W.
T. Wilson, Chicago; George R. Caldwell, Denver.
n,

n,

80

PEOPLE

80

PAGE SETEW.

FOR RENT

WANTED

FOR RENT
house furnish-ed- .
Apply 706 Slate avenue.
FOR HUNT A few nicely furnished rooms, by the week or month.
Steam, heat and all modern conNo
veniences.
Hotel
invalids.
Cralge, Silver avenue, between
First and Second streets.
FOR RENT Good rooms on car
line.
501 South Third.
FOR RENT
Three large front
rooms, modern, with breakfast.
409 Wes t Hu nlng avenue.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
or without board. 823 South Third
st rent.
FOR RENT Three handsome rooms
good locality.
No invalids.
521
West Lead avenue,
FOR RENT Nice room and boaru
at 015 East Central avenue, best
In the ell y ;prlces reasonable.
FOR RENT Modern rooms and
board, $25 per month. Mrs. Eva
L. Craig, 602 South Second street,
upstairs.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms
wlth all conveniences,
702 East
Central avenue.
FOR RENT Two modern sleeping
rooms, never been occupied by
320
Good locality.
sick people.
.South Edith street.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room,
electric light and bath for a well
man, at 410 East Central avenue.
FOR RENT House, 6 rooms, corner Central avenue and Hill street.
per
To a permanent tenant $12
month. Apply to J. F. Luthy.
Fou RENT Furnished rooms for
light housekeeping, also bed rooms.
Cheapest rates In the city. Minneapolis, 624 South Second street. A.
T. npyore.
FOR RENT A
ranch with
good house and. water. Cash or
shares.
Address "Ranch," care
office.
Citizen
T
FOR-REN8 room fiat, 30 room
Toomlng house or hotel; also 4
and 6 room houses. W. II.
Real Estate Broker, 211
West Gold avenue.

WANTED A competent dining room
girl at the Columbus hotel.
WANTED Sacks at Hahn's coal
yard.
WANTED Table
boarders.
607
South Second street.
good
WANTED Boarders,
meals.
70T South Third street.
WANTED Boys 14 to 16 years o.d
at the American Lumber Co.
dressmaking
WANTED Fine
at
reasonable rates. 61$ South Third

re

FOR SALE
FOR SALE Tent house furnishings,
good condition, strictly sanitary.
Apply 417 South Walter.
FOR BALE Good lot In Highlands,
$90. Dale Realty Co., 100 South
Broadw-ay-.
FOR SALE
Highands,

juoaouin.

Corner lot, well located,
$180. Dale Realty Co.,
.Broadway,

OPPORTUNITIES
PERSONAL PROPERTY

LOANS.

Flanos, Organ
Furniture,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels
also on SALARIES AND WAR
HOUSE! RECEIPT a, aa low aa $1
and aa high aa $200.
Loan
an
quickly made and strictly
private
Time: One month to one year given
possession
Cooda remain tn your
Our rates are reasonable. Call an"
see os before borrowing.
THK HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from a'
parts of tha world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Orant Bid
201 H West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

street.

REAL

zen office.

Kennedy's
Laxative
Cough Syrup

zen.

SOLOMON L. BURTON.
Physician and Surgeon.
Highland ofilce, 610 South Walter
street. Phone 1080.
DliS. BROXSON A BROXSON
nomeopatlilo Physicians
anil Sur.
geons. Over Vann'n Pmg Stora.
Phone, Office, and Hee., 028.

DENTISTS

FOU SALE.

WANTED Ladles desiring new fall
atylea In millinery to call on Miss
Crane, 512 North Second street.
Millinery and dressmaking parlors.
Also apprentices
wanted.
Phone

Six room house, West New

York nvenno
4 room a bo he. Iron roof, lot
90x400,
Mountain rond,
notir ear line
5 room cement liouse, 3rd
ward
4 room frnme, corner lot,
Srd ward
8 room frame, 2 lots, close
in
5 room brick, modern, corner lot, 2nd ward
S room frame, 4lh ward,

944.

corner

i

Tlireo room brick, Fourth
ward
Ono of the Rvellet residence tn town..
Six room
brick, modern,
close In
room
Seven
brick, modern
Ranches from two to 200

DR. J. K. KRAFT
Dental Surgery.

2,500
1,500
2,000
1,100
3,000
2,650
1,500

I

ntut A. liiiptimit rtiilliltnff- Room
Over O'RIellr's Druir More.
Appointments made by mall.
Phone 744.

LAWYERS

7,500

It.

3,250

Alubquerque, N. M.

30-ac- re

ranch
north of town

a I fulfil

per acre.

MONTOYA

A.

E. W. DOIJSON
Attorney at Law.

five
$65

FOR RENT,
Houses from 2 to 8 rooms.
Money to loan In sums to milt.

160-acr-

M. L. SCHUTT

Office Cromwell Block,
Alubquerque, N. M.

se-vt- re

It

.

by
Mrs.
Recommended
Henry
Symes. to develop the bust from 4
6
to
Inche.
Guaranteed to be ma ie from the
true Galega Extract.
Is perfectly
hai mless.
The Vaucalre Formula is a general
tonic, but It has a specific effect upon
the bust. Price 76 cents. For sale by

Highland Pharmacy and
varado Pharmacy
COMIXG

Al-

If You Want A

Plumber
Telephone No. 61
The Standard

-

1 L, L, I

NI RY

Styles
AT LOW PRICES
Up-to-Dat-

e

LADIES' TAILORING
And DRESSMAKINC
MISS CRANE
12 M. meona-.fhon-

944
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
e

LIVERY, BALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and C
changed.
BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE Cir
8econd Street, between Railroad aa
Copper Avenue.

PLANING

MILL

THK OLDEST MILL IX THE CITY.
When In need of aash, door, frame
etc. Screen work m specialty. 4
South First street. Telephone 403.

Thos. F. Keleber
DEYOES READY PAINT
One Gallon Covers 600 Square Few,
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
Stops Leaks, Lasts Five Years.
JAP-A-LA-

C.

408 West Railroad Awnao
'TOTI A ORAD I

STREET

Attorney-at-La-

Office with W. B. Clilldera,
117 Went Gold Avenue.

INSURANCE
B. A. SLEYSTER
Insurance, Real Estate, Notary
Publlo.
Rooms 13 and 14. Cromwell Block
Albuquerque, N. M. Phone 130.

E. WALKER
Fire Insurance.
Secretary Mutual Building Association
917 Went Central Avenue.
A.

PHOTOGRAPHY

Meat Market
All Kinds of

Steam

EMTTj

Maaonlo

Fresh and Halt
a usage Factory.
KXJENWOR7T

Building, North

Tlil-- a

Mm
S
izH

GOLffj

AVE.

;

PHOTOGRAPHY Kodak Alms developed and printed on velox pa HOrSK FUR VISITERS.
NEW AND
per. Reasonable prices. Send for SKOOXDHAXD.
WE BUY HOC8M-IIOL- D
price list.
Homer Howry, 606
GOODS, 914 W. GOLD AV10.
i.aronaeiei jst., juos Angeles, Cal
G. NI1USEN. MANAGER.

MISCELLANEOUS
BORDERS,
V YD E RTA K E 1 1 .

SPENCER
Architect.
1221 South Walter.
Phone 555.
V.

V.

A. J. MORKL7L.I

Merchant Tailor
Ladies' and Gentlemen's Suits
CLEANED. PRESSED and REPAIRED

103 North

rrst

Street

KODOL Is offered on a guaranteed
plan for the relief of heart burn,
flatulence, sour stomach, belching of
gas, nausea, and all stomach troubles. It digests what you eat. It will
make you healthy. Sold by J. H.
O'ltlclly.

KILL the COUCH

EVENTS.

November 4 to 9 The Griffith
Our work it aa our name
Hypnotic compj my.
11 LlttlJ
November
Johnny
implies, and our charges are
Jones.
November 15 Arizona.
November 18 to ii The Wolford right.
Stock Company
November 26 and 27 The McFee
Stock Company,
November 30 . Peck's Had Bov.
December 2 -- The Mayor of Toklo. Standard Plumbing & Heating Co
December 1 8 The Wlaurd
of
Wall Street.
December 26 and 27 Raffles.
December 28 The Eagle's Eye.
? You can get It through
WANTED
December 30 Buster Brown.
this column.

IS. 1

'"

Central, Tel. O20

W.

IRA M. BOND
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, tLm
Attorney at Law.
Grain and Fuel.
Pensions, Land Patents, Copyrights, Flna Line of Imported Wines Llqaora
and Cigars. Place your orders
caveata, ijetter I'atents, Trade
Marks. Claims.
thla Una with us.
32 F. afreet, N. M. Washington, D. O.
NORTH TH X) n" '
THOS. K. I. BUDDISON
THIRD

and

Dr. Vaucaire
Formula

at Law.

First National Rank Building,

Office,

in all parts of town.
alfalfa ranch within a few blocks of ttie
Mtreet enr line
4,500
Dillon

W. D. 11HYAX

Attorney

acre.

00-ac- re

""t

211

Don't Forget The

Lot
'

Meat, Poultry and Fish

EDMUND J. ALGER, D. D. 8.
Olflon hours, 9 a. in. to 12:80 p. m.
1:80 to 5 p. m.
Appointments made by mail.
800 West Central Ave.
Phone 458. ALBUQUERQUE

1,400

3,500

CARDS

Highland Livery

Oil.

--

nt

Children Like

nit, it. l. iresT
Physician and Surgeon
Rooms 6 A 7. X. T. Armljo Building.

ESTATE BARGAINS

WANTED At
once,
unfurnished
house three or four rooms east of
railroad. Address T. E., care citi- -

BUSINESS

Physician and Surgoun
Occidental Life Building.
BAMJBROOK P.ROS.
Telephone, 88.
Phon (19(V
tf2 .lohn Stream
Saddle ' horses
specialty.
DR. F. J. PATCIUX.
drivers in the city. ProprietorsBs
"Sadie." the picnic wagon.
Physician and Surgeon.
Ollico over Vnnn Dnifc Store. Office iMiurs 9 to 12 a. m.. 2 to 5, and
7 to H p. m.
Phones, olllce 411, resiSCHWARTZMAN
& .WITH
dence 0U5.

On

m

Bur-gejs-

W. M. SIIEHIOAX, M. D.

Homeopathic

MONEY to LOAN

WANTED Your old hats and suits
to make like new. Albuquerque
Hatters, in the car.
WANTED Gents'
goods, second
hand clothing, shoes and hats nt
515 South First street, south
of
viaduct. R. J. Sweeney.
Men
WANTED
with FeaToiTable
capital to Incorporate with well
established grocery business. Ap-pl- y
to D ,S. B., Citizen olllce.
WANTED To buy a small
meat
market outfit. Block', scales, saws,
cleavers, knives, etc., except Ice
box. Call or address. B. B., Citi-

WANTED Tinner and plumber, $3
per day, steady work year round:
must be sober and a good all
round man. L. Hutchison McSpar-ro- n
Co., Gallup, N. M.
WANTED Able bodied, unmarried
men, between ages of 21 and 35;
citizens of United States, of good
character and temperate habits,
who can speak, read and write
Kngllsh. For information apply to
Recruiting Officer, 203 E. Central
Ave., Albuquerque, New Mexico.
WANTED A teacher at the Boys'
Biblical and Industrial school of
the Albuquerque college. One who
can speak English
and Spanish
preferred.
or lady,
Gentleman
but gentleman preferred, as the
school Is boys only. Apply to Thos.
Harwood, at the school 2
miles
out on north Fourth street.
WANTED Local representative
for
Albuquerque ' and vicinity to look
after renewals and Increase subscription
list of a prominent
monthly magazine, on a salary and
decommission basis. Experience
sirable, but not necessary.
Good
opportunity for right person. Address Publisher, Box 59, Station O,
New York.

PHYSICIANS

Gentle ladies' driving
mare, bugy and horse. Complete.
Mrs. Edward Frank, 309 Granite
avenue.
FOR HALE 26 acre alfalfa ranch
close to this city. A 25 per cent
SALESMEN
investment.
J. E. Elder, room 9,
Real Entate and Lonns. Notary
N. T. Armtjo building.
Public. 215 W. Gold Ave.
FOR SALE A five room cottage WANTED A salesman of ability to
with bath and wired for electrlo
represent us exclusively in Arizona
light.
Price $2600.
Apply 423
and New Mexico with our large
South Walter.
and first class line of calendars. COOGGOOOOOOOaOOOCOZOUOCGOO
advertising speclaties and
drugFOR BALE Double set new harBARGAINS IX REAL ESTATE
gists labels
ness, also set single buggy harness.
and boxes during
4- - room
brick, modern.
1908.
to
2,lf0
W. H.
ready
Must
be
commence
211 West Gold
11 room brick modern 10,000
avenue.
work on January 2, when samples
5room frame, modern 2.200
will be ready. Our line is so comFOR SALT3 Standard bred collie
6- plete that every business concern
rooin brick, modern 3.200
pups. None finer In the territory,
In
frame, modern 3,500
every
each
town
and
city
and
402 South Edith street.
Wm. Bel- brick Htoreroom
(large or small) can be successden.
size
25x00
3,000
fully solicited. Our goodB are first
FOR HALE A nice Jersey cow, 8
1 store building,
good
class and priced right. Our comyears old. Apply 706 Slate Ave.
pany was organized In 1882 and Is
location
7,500
e
FOR SALE Aermotor
ranch, under
well
windmills,
favorably ' known
and
0,400
ditch
Wolklng
throughout
tanks and substructures.
the country. Capital& Son, 707 North Eighth
Best laying hotel busiized for $200,000, commission 20
street.
ness In city, cash.... 1.800
per cent and 25 per cent. A man
Phone 1485.
of ability and willing to work
FOR SALE The finest hot tamalea
steadily
can
make from $50 to
in the city, also chill con carne.
$100 per week. Good man
only
408 West Tljeras.
219 South 2nd Strut
wanted.
this advertiseEnclose
Five-rooSALE
FOR
modern
ment with your application.
Adhouse, most fashionable district In
dress Sales Manager, Merchants
city. Cheap !f sold at once. B. N.
Publishing Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.
Citizen.
Capable salesman to covFOR SALE Ten pounds extracted WANTED
er Now Mexico with staple line.
honey for $1; 60 pound can for $5.
High commissions, with $100.00
Order by postal. W. P. Allen, P, O.
monthly advance. Permanent poBox 202, Arbuquerquo, N. M.
sition to right man. Jess H. Smith
FOR SALE 4 room frame, large lot
Co.,
Detroit, Mich.
on corner, city water, stable, poulmat!
try yard, etc., $250 cash, balance WANTED Agents, canvassers,
order men to sell patent folding
$13 per month.
J. E. Elder.
pocket umbrella; greatest serviceFOR SALE Furniture,
Including
able novelty ever put on the martables, center tables, beds, dressImproved Umbrella Co., 251
ket.
ers, kitchen cabinet, stoves, book39th street, Brooklyn. N. Y.
case, settee, refrigerators, rockera,
chairs, china closet, etc.
Also a
LOST
FOUND
good horse and buggy; price $125.
App'y 208 South Edith street.
FOR SALE Magnificent assortment FOUND Pair of gold spectacles In
of fruit trees, grapevines, roses and
the Elks 'opera house the Primornamental slock.
Let us figure
rose Minstrel performance.
Ownon your requirements In walnuts,
can have same by identifying
er
either in grafted of seedling trees.
snd paying for this ad. At the
Luther Burbank's latest creations.
Citizen office.
Largest nurseries on the Pacific
coast; 1.200 acres.
Capital paid
New illustrated
in $200,000.00.
catalogue and price list mailed
free; contains valuable information. Address Fancher Creek Nurseries. Box 69, Fresno, California,
George C, Roedlng, president and
manager.
FOR" SALE

Sturgcs.
D. F. Whiting, Flagstaff;
J. F.
Gibbens, Wichita; Julius Wetzler,
Holbrook;
Lilly
James
Cewife,
and
Two Carloads of Scenery
dar Rapids, Iowa; John Arm, Gallup; Leo Baldwin and wife. Pueblo;
The Most Fascinating Music Mrs. George C. Ellis. Placita, N. M. ;
B. A. Melra, Cuba, N. M.; J. P. CarEver Written
roll, St. Louis; H. P. Harmon, Portland.
Grand Central,
Mrs. M. Jacobs, Silver City; J. J.
Mayle,
Denver;
H. Wlllman,
Prices $2.00, $1.50, $1.00,75 Wlnslow; William A.Crogier,
Wlnslow;
A. G. Pollock, Washington, D. C; J.
D. Mllligan. Pittsburg;
S.
Maxwell.
NATIVE At CROWLEY
East Las Vegas; H. O. Buckley, East
KILLED M A XEGRO. Las
Vega".
Slayer Made Attempt to Escape But
Cruls.'e.
Wan Held to Await Coming
Myrtle Weaver. Lucullus; W. O.
of Sheriff.
Bush. Cerrillos; H. A. Peters,
A. J. Rodman, Kansas City.
Globe, Ariz., Nov. 7. At Crowley,
on the Lower Pinto, yesterday mornSavoy.
ing, at about 11:15 o'clock, Neal
s.
.T. J. Cahlll. La Junta, Colo.; Lydia
a negro barber, shot and In- Jensen,
est. Johns, Ariz.; T. M. Marstantly killed Juan Cabrera, a native. shall: J. M. Weber, Milwaukee; J.
Burgess, it is said, after the shooting, W. Marians, and wife and sister, La
made an effort to escape, but was Vegas; Mr.
Mrs, G. N. Roberts.
captured and held pending the arriv- Fuyettsville, and
Ark.
al of Deputy Sheriff Vorls.
Trial Catarrh treatments are being mailed out free, on request, by
A Hard Debt to l'ay.
"I owe a debt of gratitude that Dr. Whoop, Racine, Wis. These tests
can never be paid off," writes O. S. are proving to the people without
Clark, of Westfleld, Iowa. for my a penny's cost the great value of
rescue from death, by Dr. King's this scientific prescription known to
New Discovery. Both lungs were so druggists everywhere ns Dr. Shoop's
seriously affected that death seemed Catarrh Remedy. Sold by all dealImminent, when I commenced tak- ers.
ing New Discovery.
The ominous
dry, hacking cough quit before the
first bottle used, and two more bottles made a complete cure." Nothing has ever equaled New Discovery
LINGERING COLD.
for cough, colds and all throat and
lung complaints.
by
Guaranteed
Withstood Oilier
Treatment Hut
all druggMs, 60c and 11.00. Trial
Oiilckly Cured by ( liaiiilx rlulii's
bottes flee.
Cough Remedy.
.MORE SCHOOL MONEY
"Last winter I caught a very
RECEIVED IX ARIZONA.
cold which lingered for weeks,"
stys J. I'rquhart, of Zephyr, OntaTerritorial
Educational
Facilities
"My cough was very dry and
rio.
Will Benefit by Uio Govern,
harsh. The local dealer recommendincut's bcpoMit.
Relieves Colds by working them out ed Chamberlain's
Cough
Remedy
guaranteed it, so I gave it a
Phoenix, Ariz., Nov. 7. The gover- of the system through a copious and and
One
trial.
small
bottle
it
of
cured
nor's ottice has been advised that healthy action of the bowels.
me. I believe Chamberlain's Cough
the treasurer of the United States,
Remedy to be the best I have ever
Relieves coughs by cleansing tha used."
will shortly forward to the governor
This remedy Is for sale by
a draft for 117,307.92. for the bene- mucous membranes of tho throat, chest all
druggises.
fit of the public schools. This amount
is 10 per cent of the revenue from and bronchial tubes.
DINNER AN It DITCH I.IXCII.
the forest reserves.
"As pleasant to tha taste
The Ladles' Aid society of the
as Maple Sugar"
Take fome reliable and safe
Presbyterian church will give a dinlike KODoL for Dyspepsia.
t noon, and a dutch lunch in the
ner
KOUuL is the best remedy known
evening, from 5 to 8 o'clock, Friday,
today for heart burn, belching and
22. In the pnrlors of the PresbyNov.
all troubles arising from a disordered
WEAK KIDNEYS Tn
For BACKACHE
terian church. Everybody Invited.
digestion. It is pleasant to take
o
and affords relief promptly.
Sold BoWltl'i KldMj and Bliddir Pills Sure wtf Safe
To Cuiv a vld In One Duv.
by J. II. O'Kielly.
LAX
VB
Take
ATI
BROMO
Quinine
THE J, H. O'RIEUY CO.
o
Druggists reruna monev If
lauiei.
Subscribe for The citlaen and gel Corner Second Street
It
fails to cqre. E. W. GROVE'S
and OntraJ
the newt
signature Is n each box. 25c.
Avenue.
Cer-rilln- s;

t

I

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

el

Little
Johnny Jones

CIYIZEN.

CLASSIFIED ADS

i

COMMENCING

GEO. M. COHAN'S
Great Musical Play

EVENING

OF

PRODUCTION

COPPER 13

The Griffith
Hypnotic

h

ALBUQUKUQDE

J1M)7.

AND

CURE the LUNGS

WITH

Dr.

lhi
FOR
3 JtXa At

t

.(tag's

Discovery
OUCHS
OLDS

'.

PEICE

io A ti.no.

frisl Bottle Free

THROAT sMO UJriOTBOUBLES.

GUARANTEED HATlai ACXOii
OR MONEIf .'".EFUNDEB.

Erxxiirxxxxiixxxi ixxxxxxi

HOME

OUTFITTERS
Every Thing
Necessary for

Housekeeping

DAVIS &

30S

Z EARING

W. Gold

Ave.
Pxxxxxxxxrxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
HAIR DRESSER AXT CHIROPO
DIST.
Mrs. Bamh'nl. at her parlors oppo
site the Alvarado and next door to
Sturges' cafe, is prepared to give
thorough scalp treatment, do hala
dressing, treat corns, bunions and Ingrowing nails.
She gives massage
treatment and manicuring.
Mrs,
Bambini's own preparation of com
plexion cream builds up the skin and
Improves the complexion, and la
guaranteed not to be injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
and prevents dandruff and hair fall
ing out; restores life to dead hair:
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
machines.
For any blemish of the
face, call and consult Mrs. Bambini.
Card signs, "Rooms vor Rent"
"Board." etc., for sale at the office ol
The Evening Citizen.
Appendicitis
Is due In a iurge measure to abuse
of the bowels, by employing draslkj
purgatives. To avoid all danger, use
only Dr. King's New Life Pills, the

tafe. gentle cleansers and lnvlgora-tor- s.
Guaranteed to cure headache,
biliousness, malaria and Jaundice, at

.

t

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

iv, F.TCIITT.

PERSONAL
PAUAORAPIIS
110 Siuth

C. A. Ardy wns a business visitor In
.Santa Fe yesterday.
I). P. Wltlng. of Flagstaff, Arts.,
Is In the city on business.
Col. W. f. Hopewell reentered at
the Clatr hutel in Santa Fe

FELT SHOES and SLIPPERS

of Fort
Lieutenant Duckworth.
Ilnvord. is registered at the Alva- .
rado.
Mrs. W. 11. ChllJers has gine to
pain...lal.
IVH II lilt IIU,
kJ I
I'on vn .w-

CITIZEN.

THURSDAY. NOVEMBER

Whon you doolro Abooluf
tod
Comfort In Properly Fit
.,
Olooooo Consult
BEBBER OPTICAL CO.
txelutlro Opticians
Second St.
::
Urn Grinding Done

7, 1907.

When It Comesi

or Premises

To Men's Shoes
COE
JEWELER

EVERY THING
IN THE JEWELRY LINE

no

We Claim to Have the Two Strongest
Lines on Earth.

South

Second

PtNE WATCH REPAIRING

I

tives.

Jnmfn Duffy, of Oallup, has enlist
ed In the army and wil! bo assigned
to duty at Fort Heno.
John Arm. owner of one of the

Buy a Pair of Oor Felt Shoes or Slippers

and be prepared for the cold weather
which is sure to come.
They look neat, keep your feet warm,
wear well and are vtHT HtAiUNABlt in rnibt.

5

PENSION VOUCHERS

leading barber shops of Oallup, is 11
the city meeting old friends.
firm of
Mr. Schroeder, of the
Schroeder and McMurray. the well
known sheep buyers of Colorado, is
in the city on business.
Lieut. F. W. Ball, in charge of the
various recruiting stations in New
this morning for lts
Mexico.
veg.is on oincMi Duainess.
representing
the
John Pearson,
Denver Smelter and Mines Supply
company, spent yesterday In the city
nd left for the north this morning.
EMU"
of
Mrs. George P. Ellis,
ranch, the summer resort on top of
the highest peak in the Sandia
mountains, is in the city visiting and
shopping.
M. Schuster, manager for A. and
at
R Schuster, generul merchants
Holbrook, Ariz., is in the city on a
visit to his wife and daughter, who
reside on West Central avenue.
Charles G. Wllfong. of Philadel
phia, arrived in the city la.t night
to confer with Colonel A. P. Hunter
In regard to the purchase of mini
property in this vicinity.
H. H. Harris, supervisor of the
Mount Taylor and Manzano national
forests, lias gone to Santa Fe on official business and will not return
here until the lUh of the month.
John ilarr, of Phoenix, Ariz., who
applied for enlistment in the army
at the local V. S. army recruiting
station left last night for Fort BUts,
Texas, to complete his examination.
Cecil Xey and mother, of St.
Louis, arrived in the city this even
ing and expect to remain during
the winter. Mr, Ney Is In poor health
and hopes to find relief in New

MUST

in

t

r2. 00
Mrn'g Frit Slioes. Iratlior fatiol. Imthrr mAr
Men's HlKll Top Frit SImms, felt wles
?H.
Wmhw,
soles
Top IWt
.:.50
leUier
Extra line grmle, HUrh
Mfii's Felt SUM-- , felt sol.$1.25 to 1.HS
Women's IVU Shows lout her Holes
"So
Women's Felt Slippers, felt mtlvm
Women's Felt Juliets, fur trimmed, Mark, pert.
to $1.50
jrreen or brown
-

rxXXJOOOOOCXXXOXXJOUOCX

NEW LINE OF

HM TS
JUST RECEIVED
Order Work
A Specialty.

i

Miss Lutz,
Socoad
206 South

Soooooocooooooooo

DENNETT'S CURIO STORE
109 MorthPInt St.

r

an

All Kind ot
nd Uoxlomn Goods. Tbo Cboopoot
Plato to bay Norojo Bloakots tad Uoxleoa Drown Work
.$ Ordoro Oorofullv omd Promptly rillod.

mi

HANAN & SON'S SHOES

nij.

ilise orp uqqb

Every Pair Guaranteed.

$5.50 to $6.50
W. L. DOUGLAR SHOES
Are to well known to require any praise from us.
carry them in all stylea and shapes.

We

$3.50 to $5.00

SIMON STERN

ana

Ends We Wish
to Clean Up.

B.

Washington, D. C., Nov. 7. Word
reached the treasury department to
day that because of reluctance to
part with the currency they have on
hand, many banks throughout the
country are declining to cash pen
disbursing
sion vouchers,
officers'
drafts and other obligations of the
government.
The treasury department, through Treasurer Treat, took
measures to relieve the condition of
affairs and sent telegraphic advices
to all the
to make
prompt payment In currency to all
persons holding such drafts of what
may be due them.
These advices
were as follows:
Must Pay In CatAu
"Upon any national' bank forwarding to any
officers'
checks of United States disbursing
ipenslon
certlfl- 1 officers, including
cats, for payment, thereof, if prop
erly endorsed when presented ana
paid under guarantee by any bank,
currency will be shipped In payment
thereof: by express."
Mr. Treat is taking all possible
steps to relieve the tension caused
by the present money stringency and
sending out hundreds of telegrams
ally explaining
the situation and
suggesting remedial measures.

v

SiSSLr

THE WAGNER
Plumbers
Tinners

321-32-

3

HARDWARE
W. Central
Avenue

CO.

General
Hardware

The MAJESTIC RANGE Is the product of the world's achieveorand
garden
truck
Alfalfa,
Ten tracts of
ments in stoves. All the best features of all other makes have
Kansas Hay,
chard lands of from 5 to 20 acres
Hay,
each under good ditches. Mile and
nt
a half from city, only 5 t $60 per
been Incorporated in this one, and objectiona! features elimiXora Hay,
4!mmiI1 there be bad bales good
acre. Similar land elsewhere In the
territory Is .selling at from $125 to one will be sent In exchange.
nated. As a result, the MAJESTIC probably stands nearer the
city.
$225 per acre.
W. FEE,
R
Haley,
C.
J.
Pollock and Frank
002-60- 1
Plione 1.
South First St.
line f perfection than
the two kitchen helpers who cauted
a disturbance in a local hotel yes
Twenty Choice 60 foot lots In
terday morning, were arraigned be
any other range. It
Heights from $3 to $100 each. COOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCXDOOCOOOO
fore Police Judige Craig at 6 o'clock
t.
last evening and were sent to jail
saves your fuel and
Twelve choice 80 foot lots Iri
for twenty days.
eaoh.
to
$200
Addition from $150
Governor Curry,' accompanied by
your time and producL. D. Lowe, secretary of the tsrrltor
ial statehood league, paid a short
es heat when you want
Egg Plant,
Green Beans..'
Six beautiful "close In' 'residence
visit to Albuquerque last night, ar
riving in the evening on train No lots In Perea Addition, lnoludring two
Squash,
Beans,
Wax
lt where you want it,
1 and
returned to Santa Fe this corners, $130 to $275 each.
Gulden Pumpkin,
morning on the early train.
on
Pop
Corn
the Ear,'
and in quantity as
eon
Mrs. John Al.Jntyre,
and
Six dandy "close In" lots In Grant
Fresh, Coooanuta,
Pears,
John Mclntvre. Jr.. of Joplin. Mo Tract,
etc.,
$150 io $200
water,
city
all at a miniFlorida Oranges,
arrived in the city last evening and each.
,
expect to remain during the winter,
Persliiuuona,
Miss Edith Mclntvre is expected to
mum of attention. If
Imported Almerla Grapes,
arrive here in December. The Mc- Seven fine lots on Honeymoon
Grapos..
Concord
Intyres were former residents of
to
Row. Central avenue from $150
you have never used
$350 each.
The Monarch Grocery Co.
Herbert Stevenson and William O.
you
the MAJESTIC,
operators,
and
Shane, telegraph
Phone 80. 807 W. Central.
Harry W. Clark, lineman, of Oallup,
Three residence lots in Duran 4
have never used the best.
have enlisted In the signal corps of Alexander Addition, Granite avenue,
the United States army and after between Third and Fourth streets,
CCXXICOOOOOOCOOQCIOCXXXXXXXX)
passing their Anal examinations at $100 to $150 each.
Fort Bliss, .Texas, will De assigned to
duty at Omaha, Neb.
lots corner
Four
Dr. W. H. Burr, surgeon for the
street and Roma avenue, $100
Santa Fe at Gallup, N. M., arrived First
to
$300
each.
from the Carbon City this morning,
accompanied by George Moon, the
a
son ot A. Lt. Moon,
Peven business lots on Coeper ave
roundhouse employe at Gallup. The nue,
including corner, $900 op.
hosboy was taken to the Santa Fe
for
pital and placed under an
me examination oi nis leu arm,
115-11- 7
One extra choice business lot on
which was fractured some time ago Central
avenue,
and
Seventh
between
to
and has mended, but Is believed
,.
be not quite in place. If the bones Eighth streets, 11.000.
are found to be not properly Jointed
an operation may be performed! to
One good brick residence and three
put them In their proper place.
50 foot lots
in Eastern Addition
Lucia M. Harvey, in charge of the only $1,250.
IT WOULD PAY TOC TO OOME IN AND HAVE CTS SHOW YOU SOME GOOD STOVES AXD
western branch of the Auxiliary EduRANGES. WE TAKE PLEASURE IN 6IIOWING THEM TO YOU WHETHER YOU WISH TO
cational League of Boston, Is stop
s
ping at the Alvarado.
small brick residence and two
BUY NOW OR NOT. THEY ARE THE KIND TILVT GIVE 8 AISF ACTION.
headquarters are in Chicago, the 50 One
lots In Eastern Addition
headquarters of the league. Her visit onlyfoot
$750.
to New Mexico is in interest of work
COOK STOVES FROM $7.50 to $18 RANGES FROM $20 to $50
of the league, which Is higher edu
Her stay here will prob- cation.
One half cash, balance
TlvUMS
bly be for some time, as she is within one year.
WOOD AND COAL HEATING STOVES $1.25 to $18
writing
and
combining newspaper
Perfect,
fur
abstracts
TlTIitas
magazine work with her educational nished.
work. At Santa Fe Miss Harvey was
We Also Have an Assortment cf Sheet iron & Tent Stoves Which We Offer at Reasonable Prices
a KiicBt of a number of feunta a e peo
pie on a pilgrimage to the ancient
you wish telephone your 5ft
If
puebloes
in
found
be
that
to
Indian
dress jo our office and we will
vicinity.
with an automobile and show you
around. Telephone No. 99.
'I suffered habitually from consti
mmmmmaumi
pation. Doan's Itegulets relieved and
Surety Investment Co.
Ktrengthened the bowels, so that they
Albuquerque Isuid Co.
A.
have been regular ever since.
grocer. Sulphur Springs, Broadway land and Investment Co,
K. Davis,
Texas.
I iilvt'TMity Jietgius improvement Co,
o
1). K. It. SEIilJ'.ltS. Manager.
DeWltt's Kidney and Bladder Pills
THE TIME
relieve backache, weak kidneys, and
rooms 9 and 11, Croinve
Office
soia
inflammation of the bladder,
INCREASING IN VALUE STEAD-- 1
Building, over E. L. Wanh- by J H. O'Rftlly.
ILY. 15 TO 20 PER CENT. WE!
burn & Co.'s Stors.
II AVE FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS
DeWltt's little Early nisers are
WORTH OF SMALL KTONFJi WE'
the best pills made. Sold by J. 11.
of coal leaving
WILL SELL AT liOWFR PRICKH
o'RIelly.
THAN THEY CAN BE UOUGUT Ar
The folWHOLESALE.
lt you want anything on earth, you
VAN Si JEWELRY CO.
it,
lowing
for
ad,
car. get It through the want columns
One Door South of Drug SUM.
we get re
f The Evening Cltlsen.
in
ty

"Just Arrived

DIAMOND PALACE

Railroad Avenuo

de-stre- d,

We

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOCX

Dress Clothes
We carry the biggest and most elaborate assortment of Dress Clothes to be found in the
city. Our fabrics have been carefully tested and
we can vouch for their wearing qualities.
Your order if placed with us will be made up
with all due care and attention, and we guarantee satisfactory results.

C. C. PERRY
119 SOUTH SECOND ST.
0000X3000000CX300000

f

Treasury Department Takes
Steps to Insure That

ry

Unl-ersl-

THE

Diamonds. Watches, Jewelry. Cat Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
Invite your trade and guarantee A Square Deal.

un

Are World. Renowned.

Perkins, of 608
South ;Flth street, la expected home
this evening from an extended trip
east. Mrs. Perkins visited relatives
at Detroit and Indianapolis and was
absent from toe city tour months.
Attorney Elfego Baca - returned
he
yesterday from Socorro, where
made arrangements for opening a
branch law oftlce which will be in
charge of Manuel V. Vigil, who is
now associated with Mr. Baca in this
Chas.

PAID

Benefit to Soldiers.

Mexico.
(Mrs.

BE

Sam Peck's Fine Clothes for Hoys.

.

I

seml-buslne- ss

RAABE & M AUGER

X-r-

NORTH FIRST STREET

Prepare For The Winter.

Buy Your Stoves Now.

Miss-Harve-

WE AIM TO

We say
this to you
and we doubt if another dealer in this city
can say the same and prove it:
Dollar for dollar, the price you pay (or our
Stein-Bloc- h
made Clothe is met on the level,
by the quality of good$ that is in them.
If you doubt, we want you. If you don't
doubt, you have known the clothes and
will come anyway.

Suits $15 to $30
Overcoats $15 to $25

lino
iiiuuuo
ALL

WE GUARANTEE
Full 2,000 Pounds

our .yard, and
In every ton
have always made this guarantee.
or one similar to appeared
years
both our daily papers.

suit.

o

Liniment.
good reliable
l'atn
try Chamberlain's
liniment
li.ilm. It has. no superior for sprains
A piece of
flannel
ami swelling-dampened
with
l'atn
slightened
for
Halm is fuperlor to a plaster
lame back or pains In the side or
chest. It also relieves rheumatic
pnlns and makes sleep and rest possible.
For sulo by all diugglBts.
A Goutl

Whin you need a

by

Tlie dancing class conducted
club
Mrs. Keith at the Woman's
building, will change tho evening of
at
Monday
mteiiiig from p'rlduy lo
class
Children's
he uu;il
hour.
from 7 to 8; 20 p. m.

CHAMPION
Grocery Company

RRAND.
save money by buying of
THE CHAMPION GROCERY
COMPANY

OOJKOfATHIC fHYOICIAM AND
All

eunatON

Curoblo

s?sas

Trom

No CHorgo tor Contultatlom.
31 N. T. ArmHo BulldlitM.

Tolophono

ontlS M9.

od.

tuco i
I JroprlttorM
fhono

S1 fit
OMM--

M

4 W. Tljormm

2,OQO Pounds Guaran-

teed or a Present fVJade
ot the Coat.
We defy any individual, firm or corporation

to truthfully say that short weight was ever
given to any ot our customers.

V now luive a full liiu? of
MONARCH CANNED GOODS
ALSO DESERT RRAND
AND PALACE CAR

DR. C. H. CONNER

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

nr Tmmno

hic inumro

PLEASE

We Handle tho BEST Gallup Coal, American Block, Crested Butte Hand Coal, Furnace, Stove and Nut. Also Mill Wood,
Mountain Wood, Kindling and Coke.

JOHN S. BEAVEN

T3r-- o

I

502 Southt Firtt

